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Abstract

Road traffic is often subject to random disturbances due to weather, incidents, or spe-
cial events. Effectively detecting and disseminating information about disturbances
is a key goal of modern, "smart" infrastructure. Toward this, this dissertation inves-
tigates two related questions. First, how can traffic managers better utilize existing
traffic cameras to automatically identify traffic disturbances? Second, how can we
model different aspects of information-such as human misperception or ignorance of
other's information-and their effects on the travelers' route choices?

Part I addresses analyzing unstructured, sequential image data, such as traffic
CCTV footage, with a novel, semantics-oriented approach based on natural language
and semantic features. The approach extracts structured, human-interpretable "topic
signals" from distributions of common object labels, which correspond to physical
processes depicted in the footage. Changes and anomalies in these topic signals are
used to identify notable events in weather conditions and traffic congestion. This
is demonstrated on a new, real-world dataset collected from Boston freeway CCTV
footage. In notable event detection, the use of topic signal representation outperforms
the use of any individual label signal.

Part II addresses game theoretic modeling of informational effects on travelers'
route choices. It considers both access and accuracy of information about the network
state, as well as the perception of other's information. It introduces the Subjective
Bayesian Congestion Game (BCG), which models a broader set of player beliefs than
those allowed by the conventional common prior assumption (Objective BCG). This
enables modeling of uncertainty about other's information, such as when one pop-
ulation is unaware of information services. Analytical solutions are provided for a
stylized configuration of the Subjective BCG, and a numerical solver is provided for
more general configurations. Compared to the Objective BCG, the Subjective BCG
has qualitatively distinct solutions and costs, indicating that the perception of other's
information significantly affects equilibrium route choices.

Thesis Supervisor: Saurabh Amin
Title: Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traffic disruptions, such as accidents, inclement weather, and special events, can ad-

versely affect both the performance and safety of road networks. Current efforts in

"smart" infrastructure seek to detect and predict traffic disruptions and their effects

in order to communicate this information to infrastructure operators and travelers to

inform decision-making. In Fig. 1-1, we illustrate a system of travelers in a transporta-

tion network which is subject to random disruptions. Providing information about

the state of the network creates a feedback loop (dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 1-

1) which affects the route choices of the travelers. Importantly, travelers may have

heterogeneous information: they may have different access to information, as well as

different beliefs or perceptions about the information that others receive. Thus, the

information provided and the quality and travelers' perceptions of that information

play a crucial part in determining the behavior and performance of the traffic system.

This dissertation focuses on these informational considerations, and addresses

two related problems regarding traffic disruptions. In Part I, we first attend to the

problem of detecting anomalous conditions using existing traffic cameras. This is

represented by the box labeled "PART I" in Fig. 1-1, and is concerned with the

sensing and inference of the network disruption state. In Part II, we address how to

model the effects of information distribution on the route choices and costs of travelers;

in particular, the aspects of heterogeneous information access, accuracy, and beliefs

about others' information. Similarly, this is represented by the box labeled "PART

15



II" in Fig. 1-1.

Traveler Transportation
Network

Traveler

PART B b Nominal Abnormal Route Choices
Effects of Beliefs about others State State

Information

Traveler

Sensing
PART I

- -Heterogeneous Information .------------------ Vual Detection
of Anomalous

Conditions
-Heterogeneous Information----...................

Figure 1-1: Schematic of travelers in a disruption-prone transportation network. The

boxes labeled "PART I" and "PART II" correspond to the scope and context of the
respective parts of the dissertation.

Both parts are thematically linked by their exploration of the relationship between

human decision-makers and traffic information. Part I explores how to use data from

existing traffic cameras-which are intuitively understood by human operators, and

used to monitor traffic conditions-to automatically detect anomalous traffic condi-

tions. Our techniques seek to preserve human-interpretability for human-in-the-loop

control. To accomplish this, we take a natural language, semantics-oriented approach

to representing and analyzing the image data. In Part II, we focus on the effects of

subjectivity in travelers' beliefs of others' information. This is motivated by the hu-

man aspects of misconceptions and irrationalities with respects to information-for

example, some travelers may be unaware that other travelers have access to infor-

mation about traffic conditions, or may incorrectly believe that certain information

services are less/more accurate than they actually are.

The behavior of travelers in transportation networks can be studied empirically

from data, numerically through simulations, or analytically through models. This dis-

sertation seeks to contribute toward both empirical and analytical approaches. Part I

provides an empirical approach, which enables the extraction of signals from a widely-

deployed, but underutilized-for-machine-learning data source of traffic cameras. Part

16
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II provides an analytical model of route choices which formally incorporates elements

of subjectivity to account for the limitations in human perception and a bounded

notion of rationality.

In the following sections, we document the scope, contributions, and related lit-

erature of the respective parts in Sec. 1.1 for Part I and Sec. 1.2 for Part II.

1.1 Part I: Semantic Analysis of Traffic Camera

Data

Part I addresses the identification of disruption events in traffic camera footage. Traf-

fic cameras were chosen because they are widely deployed, and capture rich, visual

information about the infrastructure network. However, the current usage relies on

human observers to review the footage from hundreds of cameras, which is labor in-

tensive and inefficient. As such, we believe that the potential of traffic cameras for

detecting disruptions is underutilized. We develop a new approach to representing

footage using semantic representations of image contents, and apply this approach to

identify disruption events within footage.

Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) traffic cameras are commonly used by Traffic

Management Centers (TMCs) for situational awareness, providing 24-hour coverage

of rich, intuitive, visual information about driving conditions, infrastructure health,

and traffic congestion. Interestingly, most of this footage is kept only for a few hours

or days, if at all, before being permanently deleted [1]. In some ways, it is sensible

not to store all of the footage: video requires large amounts of disk storage, and most

of the time, nothing out of the ordinary is happening. Yet, discarding all of this data

also seems like a waste of data from a widely-deployed, flexible sensor, which could

be used to improve traffic analytics or diagnostics of infrastructure performance.

Indeed, a small amount of "notable" footage does get saved by operators for

personnel training or documentation purposes [1]. However, this process is manual,

inefficient, and potentially inconsistent: humans struggle to parse video information

17



from more than one source at a time [2], and most TMCs have hundreds of cameras

which run constantly. It is thus infeasible for human operators to continuously and

simultaneously monitor all of the incoming footage. Furthermore, only a few TMCs in

the US have written policies regarding what footage is notable enough to be saved [1].

Even for those TMCs that do, the policy's execution is subject to human factors such

as subjective interpretation, fatigue, and distraction. Thus, we address in Part I the

problem of automatically and consistently identifying notable events from sequential

image data, such as traffic CCTV footage.

Previous work on analyzing traffic cameras had focused on pixel-based techniques;

the surveys of [3, 4] document techniques for computer vision techniques for urban and

freeway traffic applications. Pixel-based techniques utilize the color and geometric

configurations of the pixels of the image as features for application-specific classifiers.

However, these techniques struggled due to the variability of appearance in objects

caused by viewing angle, lighting, and occlusion. Thus, such techniques were only

successful in narrowly-defined, well-structured contexts where there is relatively little

variation in appearance, such as for license plate recognition [5]. While automated

license plate readers are indeed practical, and are often used for automatic tolling

and vehicle identification [5], they represent only a narrow application of the broad,

general-purpose potential of cameras.

Recently, advancements in deep learning-particularly, convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs)-as well as in computational power and data availability, have enabled

an alternative approach to computer vision. Unlike with traditional computer vision

techniques, where the developer would explicitly construct a classifier for a given

application, deep learning techniques instead leverage the universal function approx-

imation ability of neural networks [6] to infer the classifier's structure from a massive

set of training data. This allows developers to create classifiers for a wide range of

object types simply by finding a and labeling sufficient number of training examples

for each object type. However, constructing labeled data sets and training the CNNs

is laborious and computationally expensive [7]; as such, there are a number of open-

source [8, 9, 10, 11] and commercial [12, 13, 14] pre-trained implementations of image
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labeling and image classification software.

Pre-trained offerings are generally tailored toward detecting common, everyday

objects, and thus may not be suitable for domain-specific applications such as ana-

lyzing traffic camera footage. Thus, some researchers have developed their own traffic-

specific CNNs to classify traffic footage [15, 16, 17]. While developing application-

specific CNNs is certainly viable, we present an alternative approach which leverages

the vast amounts of work and data already invested in pre-trained CNNs. Our work

analyzes the co-occurrence of labels on images to infer "topics" corresponding to phe-

nomena beyond what the CNN was explicitly trained to recognize. This allows us to

detect phenomena such as traffic congestion and winter storms, which the pretrained

software was unable to otherwise consistently recognize.

To accomplish this, we develop in Chapter 2 a set of Natural Language Process-

ing (NLP)-inspired, semantic representations of image contents. These semantic rep-

resentations seek to preserve the intuitive and human-interpretable nature of images.

Image contents are represented as Bag-of-Label-Words (BoLW) semantic feature vec-

tors constructed from labels of off-the-shelf image labeling software. These semantic

feature vectors are used in the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model to gen-

erate topic representations and semantic topic signals. Topics represent distributions

of related co-occurring semantic labels, and topic signals are time series that repre-

sent how these topics evolve in the footage over time. We identify some topics which

correspond to physical processes captured in the footage, such as winter storms and

traffic congestion. This approach to semantically representing image contents is novel

in both computer vision and intelligent transportation contexts. These methods are

evaluated on the Boston Freeway CCTV Camera (BFCC) dataset-a new, public

dataset, which we constructed from real-world traffic camera footage.

The semantic representations enable the analysis of image data using existing

machine learning and signal processing techniques. In Chapter 3, we address a few

analysis tasks using the semantic representations of the images in the BFCC dataset.

First, we demonstrate an image retrieval task of finding similar images using the

BoLW semantic representation. We show that it is possible to find images corre-
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sponding to the same time of day and originating camera with high accuracy using

k-Nearest Neighbors. Second, we identify notable events from topic signals using sig-

nal processing techniques-in particular, change and anomaly detection applied to the

"Wintry Conditions" and "Traffic Congestion" topic signals. For change detection,

we implement a mean-shift detector. For the anomaly detection we employ a direct

divergence estimation technique based on [18] which does not require parametrically

estimating the distributions of the test and reference data.

The semantics-oriented approach introduced in Part I serves as a foundational

demonstration of NLP-inspired techniques applied to image data. While this work is

built on the well-known NLP Bag-of-Words (BoW) and LDA models, these models

are hardly state-of-the-art in NLP. Indeed, we make no claim that our approach is

optimal. Instead, it serves as an initial proof-of-concept which establishes potential

directions for future work. In particular, framing the analysis of image content labels

as an NLP problem unlocks techniques from a rich body of NLP literature for semantic

representation, topic modeling, and sequence analysis. Furthermore, extracting time-

series signal representations of phenomena in the footage enables techniques from the

well-established signal processing and machine learning disciplines. Indeed, the tech-

niques we present are simple, and primarily intended to illustrate the approach. Yet,

we are able to achieve respectable performance in validation tasks, outperforming off-

the-shelf commercial implementations. That we are able to achieve this performance

using these simple, foundational techniques suggests that exploring refinements of our

semantics-oriented approach is a promising avenue for future work.

We summarize the contributions for Part I:

. the BFCC dataset of footage from Boston freeway traffic cameras;

. the BoLW semantic label vector representation of image contents;

. the use of the LDA topic model for the extraction of topics and topic signals;

" information retrieval techniques and a semantic similarity score using the BoLW

representation;
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* and an application of change and anomaly detection on topic and label signals

for notable event detection.

These contributions provide a flexible approach to analyzing image data using seman-

tic representations. The techniques are applicable to multiple sensing domains: we

demonstrate the detection of notable weather and traffic conditions.

1.1.1 Related Literature

Public traffic CCTV datasets are a relatively recent addition to the literature. We

identified two prior, publicly available traffic CCTV datasets: WebCamT [19] and

the Car Accident Detection and Prediction (CADP) dataset [20]. WebCamT claimed

to be the first publicly available dataset of traffic camera footage [19], and provides

detailed annotations for the footage: bounding boxes and labels for vehicle types and

weather, as well as vehicle counts and re-identification [19]. The data in WebCamT

were collected over four separate, one-hour periods for each day, at a sample rate

of one frame per second. The second dataset, CADP, collects and annotates video

segments of vehicle crashes from YouTube with vehicle bounding boxes [20]. The

videos in CADP are short (a few minutes on average) and intermittent.

The scene labels for the BFCC dataset are generated from a commercial im-

age labeling service powered by deep learning models, such as convolutional neural

networks (CNNs). In recent years, the performance of image labeling algorithms

have improved to human-comparable error rates in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual

Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) benchmark [21]. Though deep learning approaches

achieve remarkable performance, they are much more computationally expensive and

data-intensive to train than classical approaches [7]. Consequently, many developers

and organizations now offer free [8, 9] and commercial [22] pretrained, off-the-shelf

object recognition tools and services to detect a wide array of object classes.

CNN-based techniques have been used to recognize traffic congestion directly from

images [15, 17, 19]. [15] trains a .CNN to recognize different levels of congestion as

classes; [17] trains a classifier to segment the image between road and vehicle and
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compute the density directly; and [19] takes a similar approach, but also estimates

a density map to correct for the distortion effects of perspective and distance in the

image. These approaches are indeed performant, but require large amounts of data

and computation to train [7]. In comparison, our approach utilizes readily available,

off-the-shelf pretrained models. Furthermore, our approach is applicable to a broader

set of domains beyond just traffic congestion without retraining. However, we ac-

knowledge that our approach is meant to identify qualitative differences in processes,

and is not meant to be a precise estimator of quantities such as vehicle density.

There is a related BoW model in computer vision called Bag-of-Visual-Words

(BoVW) [23], where the visual words are visual features, such as pixel clusters. In con-

trast, our "words" are semantic labels-literal textual words. The BoW and BoVW

models serve as foundational models for a variety of techniques in NLP and computer

vision because they enable linear algebra to be performed on documents and visual

contents of images respectively [24, 23]. BoLW seeks to do the same with the semantic

contents of images.

LDA is an NLP topic model [25, 26], which are used to find related words in a

corpus of documents, as well as characterize the corpus in terms of such topics. There

is work in the transportation literature on using topic models to analyze written

documents, such as failure reports for railway [27] and aviation applications [28].

Additionally, there has has been work in applying LDA to visual word features for

dimensionality reduction of image and video data [23, 29]. Semantic features have

also been used in [30] to address the cross-view geolocalization problem of finding

the satellite image and location corresponding to a ground-view image, showing that

semantic representations of images are rich enough to perform tasks as precise as

geolocalization using only semantic features.

Anomaly detection is concerned with identifying data that are unlikely to come

from a reference distribution [31]. Change detection is a special instance of anomaly

detection, where the reference distribution is given by the data in the immediately-

preceding time interval. Change detection is well studied in image processing contexts

[32]; however, change detection in image processing is typically concerned with detec-
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tion of changes in visual elements, such as in shapes, colors, or textures. In contrast,

our approach considers changes in the semantic representations of image contents.

Where there exist some prior work in using semantic information to contextualize de-

tected visual changes [33], none consider changes in purely-semantic representations.

Our anomaly detection procedure uses divergence measures to quantify the dis-

similarity between two distributions of data. We employ a technique which allows us

to directly compute the divergence without needing to estimate parametric forms of

the respective distributions. These estimation procedures derive from the Kullback-

Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) in [34], and were subsequently

extended to other divergence measures in [35, 18]. Direct estimation techniques have

been applied to outlier and change point detection generally in [36, 37], but their use

in detecting anomalies in semantic representations of sequential image data is novel.

1.2 Part II: Bayesian Congestion Games

Traffic information services have proliferated broadly within the last decade. Through

the widespread adoption of smartphones, many travelers now have access to real-time

information about the state of the network, including disruptions such as accidents,

obstructions, or lane closures. However, not all travelers may have access to the

same information; furthermore, they may not know about what information other

travelers have. Part II addresses the modeling of route choices of populations of

travelers with different access to information about an uncertain state of the network

(e.g. traffic accidents). In particular, it focuses on the effects of access and accuracy

of information, as well as the perception of other's information. To model this, we

introduce the formulation of a population' Bayesian Congestion Game (BCG) with

subjective perceptions of other travelers' information.

Congestion games are used to model the strategic decisions of travelers traversing

a network, where the cost of links increase with the number of travelers who utilize the

'Population games are a class of games where the "players" are populations of decision makers,
and the strategies of each population represent the aggregate result of their individual decisions [38].
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link [39]. The well studied [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] classical congestion game formulation is

one of complete information, where the cost functions of the network are all common

knowledge. These games use the Wardrop Equilibrium [44] as the solution concept.

However, these formulations do not capture the potential stochasticity of costs caused

by traffic disruptions, nor the heterogeneity and uncertainty of access to information

about disruptions.

One approach to incorporating stochasticity are Stochastic User Equilibrium (SUE)

models [45, 46] which consider stochasticity through the addition of a random vari-

able which represents individual preferences and perceptions of travel time. While

earlier models [45, 46] did not include congestive effects (and thus avoided the need

for game theoretic analysis of strategic interactions), later refinements included con-

gestion elements, generally through queuing models [47, 48]. However, the Stochastic

User Equilibrium models often use Logit or Probit models, which have the unrealistic

feature of assigning some demand on all available routes, regardless of travel time

[49]. In addition, the stochasticity of SUE models are typically used to represent

the distribution in the preferences of travelers, whereas we would like to capture the

stochasticity in the network state caused by disruptions. Finally, SUE models are

not game theoretic models, and thus do not incorporate the strategic considerations

of travelers and their beliefs about the information that other travelers possess. In

order to incorporate both the stochasticity of costs and the strategic considerations

of information, we turn to Bayesian games.

Bayesian games are used to model games of incomplete information [50], and thus,

we formulate a Bayesian Congestion Game which models stochastic costs and hetero-

geneous information access and perceptions. While there have been other Bayesian

congestion and routing games in the literature [51, 52, 53], our formulation is unique

in considering subjective beliefs-i.e. beliefs that are not consistent with the conven-

tional common prior assumption. This allows us to model aspects such as ignorance

or misperception of others' information-for example, travelers who are unaware that

some travelers have access to an information service-which are otherwise impossible

to model under the common prior assumption.
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The common prior assumption in Bayesian games [54] assumes that the type dis-

tributions, conditional on the game state, of all players are common knowledge. In the

context of the Bayesian Congestion Game, this is equivalent to all travelers correctly

knowing the accuracy of all other travelers' information; however, this is a limiting

assumption. We illustrate with an example why it is necessary to consider the percep-

tions of others' information: consider a traveler who receives a notification that there

is an accident on one of two routes that they can take. If the traveler believes that

they are one of the only ones with that information, then they would take the route

without the accident (alternate route). However, if the traveler believes that many

other people also have that information, then they may not take the alternate route,

because everyone else will want to take the alternate route. As a result, the route

choice of the traveler depends on what each traveler believes about the other travel-

ers' information. The common prior assumption assumes that the traveler knows the

exact likelihood that other travelers received the correct information, which makes it

impossible to model cases where travelers are unaware or unsure of the accuracy of

the information that other travelers have.

We present the formulation of our Bayesian Congestion Games in Chapter 4. We

first present the Objective BCG, which is a straightforward Bayesian extension of the

complete information congestion game, and adopts the conventional common prior

assumption. This formulation is referred to as Objective because the beliefs of the

players are derived from a common prior which is consistent with the true probability

distribution followed by "Nature," the fictitious player who instantiates the game

state and player types. We then present the formulation of the Subjective BCG,

which relaxes the common prior assumption and introduces the notion of perceived

accuracy-the belief of one traveler population's information accuracy by the other

traveler populations. This extension allows the modeling of more nuanced belief

structures which do not require traveler's beliefs to be consistent with the distribution

used by Nature. We show that the Objective BCG is an edge case of the Subjective

BCG, and thus should only used to model systems where common knowledge of all

travelers' information accuracies can be justified.
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In Chapter 5, we explore the equilibrium route choices and costs of the Subjective

BCG on a parallel route network. Note that since the Objective BCG is a special

edge case of the Subjective BCG, the equilibrium analysis of the Subjective BCG

includes that of the Objective BCG. We show that there are qualitatively distinct

solution regimes depending on the probability of incident, the fraction of travelers

with information about the network state, and the perception of that information.

The effects of subjectivity are captured by a "misperception factor" whose value neatly

characterize the qualitative differences in equilibrium strategies between the Objective

BCG and the Subjective BCG. We explore how the parameters of information access

and perceived accuracy affect the equilibrium costs for each population, as well as

the average costs of all travelers (social cost).

Part II provides the following contributions toward the modeling of route choices

of travelers in disruption-prone networks:

* formulation of the Objective and Subjective BCGs which model the effects of

information about disruptions, as well as the perceived accuracy of that infor-

mation on the route choices of travelers, respectively with and without adopting

the common prior assumption;

. equilibrium solutions of the Objective and Subjective BCGs route choices, and

characterization of the solution regimes and the effects of information-related

parameters;

. analysis of the population and social costs with respect to solution regimes and

information-related parameters;

. and a numerical solution method for the Subjective BCG.

The Subjective BCG provides a game theoretic model which considers strategic

decision making of travelers in a disruption-prone network with heterogeneous infor-

mation and beliefs. The equilibrium results for the Subjective BCG show that the

amount of subjectivity in beliefs can meaningfully affect both individual and societal

costs on networks, suggesting that how information providers advertise and pose the
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accuracy of their information could have a real effect on the travel times in the net-

work. Furthermore, the results show that under certain conditions, it is beneficial for

those receiving accurate information to be forthcoming about their access to accurate

information; yet in other situations, it is beneficial to hide that they have access to

such information. These models can help researchers develop congestion management

strategies by managing the distribution and public perception of disruption informa-

tion, such as through public service announcements and advertisements of information

services.

1.2.1 Related Literature

Previous work has identified the need to consider information in modeling travelers'

departure time choice ([55], and [56]), and route choices ([57], and [58]). Specifically,

[59] identify several empirical potential phenomena that may occur due to travelers

having access to traffic information, including concentration, where travelers who

receive the same information end up taking the same route, causing congestion; and

overreaction, where commuters may incorrectly estimate how others will react to

information, leading to oscillations and sub-optimal decisions. Both phenomena are

captured in our BCG models: travelers who receive the same information make route

choices according to the same strategy, leading to congestion on those routes; and

travelers who have incorrect perceptions of the opponent's information will over- or

under-estimate the demand of other travelers on each route, resulting in sub-optimal

choices.

Our work is built on classical results in congestion games. The existence of a

potential function in every congestion game was established by [39] and extended to

population games in [43]. Potential games have a unique solution at the extrema of

a convex potential function, and were shown to be isomorphic to congestion games

[42]. There are also many results regarding the efficiency of equilibrium in classical

congestion games [60], [61], [62], [63], and [64].

Moreover, some models of congestion games in asymmetric information environ-

ments have been also reported. For example, [65] and [66] showed the existence of
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pure Nash equilibrium in Bayesian congestion games with atomic players. [52], and

[67] have also studied congestion games with player-specific cost functions. Addi-

tionally, [51] studies a congestion game where travelers have different information

sets about the available edges (routes), and demonstrates an informational version

of the classic Braess paradox. Our work adopts a Bayesian approach to model the

information heterogeneity. Particularly, we relax the common prior assumption to

address the subjective perception on information accuracy. As a result, the existence,

uniqueness, and structural properties of our game's equilibrium cannot be derived by

straightforward application of the known results.

More broadly, our work is related to the literature on the value of information. In

a classical paper, [68] showed that for a single decision maker, more informative signal

always results in higher expected utility. In game-theoretic settings, it is generally

difficult to determine whether the value of information in equilibrium for individual

players and/or society is positive, zero or negative (see [69], and [70]). The paper [71]

shows if the accuracy of the information obtained by an agent is improved, the agent

will be better off for sure if other agents are not aware of the change of accuracy.

Our focus is complementary in that we analyze the change of strategies and costs

of one population when they are believed to have more or less accurate information

according to the other population's perception.

There exist related stochastic models of routing, most notably Stochastic User

Equilibrium models [45, 46], which model route travel times as random variables

corresponding to the perceived travel time for each traveler. While earlier models

[45, 46] did not consider congestive effects of other travelers taking the same link,

later models incorporated congestion effects, often through queuing models [47, 48].

Our Bayesian Congestion Game explicitly considers congestive effects, as well as the

higher-order effects of travelers beliefs of other travelers' behavior, which significantly

affects the equilibrium solution. Furthermore, we introduce information services as a

mechanism for travelers' beliefs to be correlated. These allow us to model effects of

strategic information providers which may be competing with one another to provide

better service for their users.
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Our formulation of the Subjective Bayesian Congestion Game also relates to

broader literature on subjective Bayesian analysis [72] and the common prior [54].

The common prior simplifies the analysis of Bayesian games, allowing for games of in-

complete information to be formulated as games of imperfect information [73]. While

mathematically convenient, the common prior restricts the set of possibilities that

can be modeled. For example, situations where two players have different, incompat-

ible beliefs about a quantity cannot by modeled under the common prior assumption

[74]. Yet, public disagreement of opinions and beliefs is commonly observed [54]. Our

work relaxes the common prior and assumes a subjective Bayesian interpretation of

bounded rationality where players decide based on their own perceptions of others'

information accuracy.
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Part I

Semantics-Oriented Analysis of

Sequential Image Data
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Part I focuses on techniques and applications for detecting notable events from im-

ages, as highlighted in Figure 1-2. Such detection provides an additional information

source for travelers when making their route choices, and also allows transportation

network operators to improve awareness and diagnostics of system performance.

Transportation
TravelerNetwork

Traveler

PA RT 11 Nominal Abnormal
Effects of Beliefs about others State State

Information

Traveler

Sensing

PART I
Heterogeneous Information isual Deteion

-o Anomalous
Condtios

Heterogeneous Information

Figure 1-2: Part I addresses the detection of notable events from visual data such as
traffic camera images.

We present in Chapter 2 techniques for representing visual image data with se-

mantic features. These techniques are based off of NLP representations of semantic

information in documents. Using the semantic representations, we demonstrate a

set of analyses and applications, including information retrieval and anomalous event

detection in Chapter 3. The work in this part is based primarily off the published

and submitted papers [75, 76].
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Chapter 2

Semantic Representations

Semantic features capture what objects "are" rather than what they look like-e.g.

the word "truck" versus an image of a truck. Semantic features are expressed in nat-

ural human language-generally text-which is easily interpretable by human opera-

tors. Indeed, the linguistic nature of semantic features inspires us to utilize techniques

from Natural Language Processing (NLP), which deals with extracting information

from human language, such as unstructured text documents.

In this chapter, we first present the BFCC dataset in Sec. 2.1, which serves as

the basis for our empirical work in Part I. The BFCC contains both imagery and

machine-generated semantic labels, which we will use for analysis. We then discuss

the BoLW semantic feature vector model, which represents the images in a semantic

feature space in Sec. 2.2. Finally, we discuss the use of the LDA topic model to

identify topics and topic signals in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 Traffic Camera Dataset

2.1.1 CCTV Footage

We collected footage from seven Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT)

freeway CCTV cameras in the Boston metro area. The footage was obtained by

scraping the public Mass511 Traveler Information Service website and saved as indi-
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ID Name
1106-1 I-93-ME-Boston-0 exit to HOV-E
1137-1 I-93-NB-Charlestown-@ Zakim South Twr
1296-1 Ramp I-EB-TNL-ramp end 93N x20 c
1413-1 Ramp K-NB-Boston-93N x20 b
1500-1 Ramp K-NB-Boston-93N x20 a
1508-1 Ramp CC-EB-Boston-90E x24C to 93S e
1600-1 Road OHWY-SB-Boston-Leverett Circle

(a) MassDOT camera IDs and names

Ot 1137-1
,~Ki

1600-

508-1 1296-1

1106-1

1413-1

+ 1500-1"

'Soo L 5,0 4

Figure 2-1: Camera locations and sample images. We selected a diverse set of cameras
which depicted several different network locations and components, including a bridge
(1137-1), underpass (1508-1), intersection (1600-1), HOV lane (1106-1), median
(1296-1), and open freeway (1413-1, 1500-1)

vidual frames (also referred to generically as images). Each frame has a resolution of

320 x 240 pixels, and there is a sampling period of roughly 3 minutes between frames,

which represents the lower end of camera resolution and frame rate capabilities for

typical traffic CCTVs [1].

Fig. 2-1 provides additional details about each camera, including their respective

locations, MassDOT-assigned identification numbers and names, and sample images.

Each camera is remotely controllable with by the MassDOT TMC operators, with

pan/tilt/zoom capabilities. Some of the cameras in the dataset were frequently repo-
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sitioned to view alternate perspectives, focus on specific areas of the road, or to avoid

obstruction due to snow accumulation.

The data were collected in two phases: phase I consists of the week November

6th-November 1 2 th 2017; phase II consists of the period between December 1 7 th

2017-January 3 1st, 2018. A total of 259830 frames were collected over these two pe-

riods. Phase I data serves as an experimental baseline "reference" dataset which was

used to establish the system's behavior under nominal conditions. Phase I contained

no storms or precipitation, but did include the Veteran's day holiday on Saturday,

November 1 1 th (observed on the loth). The data from phase II serves as the ex-

perimental "test" dataset. Notable events that occurred during this phase include:

the Christmas and New Year's holidays; several snow storms, including the "bomb

cyclone" winter storm of January 2018; and a two-day parking ban imposed by the

City of Boston in response to the "bomb cyclone" storm.

Table 2.1 lists the notable events considered for validation tasks in Section 3.2.

We considered all snowfall or rainfall events with at least 0.5" of precipitation within

a 24 hour period, as reported by the NOAA Global Historical Climatology Net-

work (NOAA-GHCN) daily records [77], as "notable." For holidays and events, we

considered the city-imposed parking bans [78] and "major" holidays where retail stores

had significantly different hours or were closed[79, 80]. We used the criteria of mod-

ified retail hours rather than the federal holiday calendar because not all federal

holidays are widely observed, and businesses generally adjust their hours in response

to consumer demand. Thus, modified hours are more likely to indicate whether a

holiday is widely observed. For this reason, we did not include Veteran's day or Mar-

tin Luther King Jr. day as major holidays [81, 82]. Additionally, we did not consider

Christmas Eve or New Year's Eve as major events, since they fell on Sundays, and

stores in the Boston area observed their typical hours on those dates [79, 80].

Fig. 2-2 illustrates the architecture of the data collection process. The images

were scraped off of the public MassDOT Mass5ll website [83] using a distributed set

of scrapers residing on both local and cloud computers. The image files were stored

in a cloud object store database, which were then submitted to a commercial image
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Date Holiday/Event Rain > 0.5" Snow > 0.5"
Dec 23, 2017
Dec 25, 2017 Christmas
Jan 1, 2018 New Year
Jan 4, 2018 Parking Ban
Jan 5, 2018 Parking Ban
Jan 12, 2018
Jan 13, 2018
Jan 17, 2018
Jan 23, 2018
Jan 30, 2018

Table 2.1: List of notable events

Data Collection

Image Scraping

Google Cloud Virtual

Mass511 Cameras Machines Google Cloud
RESIL Lab Server Object Storage

Google Cloud Vision
REST API Relational DB

4 Cameras, Images, Labels

Figure 2-2: Data collection and semantic labeling system architecture

labeling service to obtain semantic labels of the image contents. These labels were

stored along with metadata in a relational MySQL database. Next, we will detail this

label generation process.

2.1.2 Semantic Feature Labels

We tagged each frame of traffic CCTV footage with labels of the image contents using

a pretrained, commercially available, common image labeling service: Google Cloud

Vision (GCV). GCV offers a number of products, of which we used two: the GCV

"label detection" service, referred to as Label Source 1 (LS1), and the GCV "web

entity detection" service (resp. LS2). LS1 provides annotations for "broad sets of

categories within an image, ranging from modes of transportation to animals," [12],
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while LS2 integrates additional information and metadata from the web, such as links

and related websites, to detect "web entities"--elements of the Google Knowledge

Graph ontology representing real-world entities [12].

Note that our techniques are not exclusive to the GCV services, and can be applied

using any image labeling implementation. However, our techniques do assume that

the image content recognition problem is a multi-label classification problem, where

each image can be tagged with multiple labels, as opposed to a multi-class problem,

where each image is classified into exactly one class [84]. This is because we consider

the distribution of labels and their co-occurrence to extract semantic topic signals,

which necessitates multiple labels per image.

We chose the GCV commercial implementation because it covers a broad set of

categories, is actively maintained and documented, and required the least technical

overhead for the user compared to open-source, locally-deployed solutions. In terms

of breadth of categories, GCV included labels corresponding to "traffic" and "traffic

congestion" in both LS1 and LS2. None of the open source implementations that we

examined-models trained on ImageNet [21], COCO [85], and Places [86]-included

such labels in their classification set. We use these labels as benchmarks for compar-

ison for the performance of our "Traffic congestion" topic signal in Sections 2.3 and

3.2.

In terms of convenience and technical overhead, the commercial implementations

required less effort to set up than the open-source ones. The commercial implementa-

tions operate as cloud services [22], where the user submits an HTTP POST request

with the image, and receives a list of labels in return. This can be done independent

of programming language or operating system. In comparison, most pretrained open

source implementations required the user to install specific libraries and frameworks

in order to run. While this is still easier than training an image labeling model from

scratch, it imposes additional technical overhead to the user. For research purposes,

the commercial implementations allow for quick annotation of footage and identifica-

tion of relevant labels from a broad set of object labels.

Fig. 2-3 presents the labels reported by each label service for a sample image taken
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from Camera 1137-1 during the "bomb cyclone" blizzard. We refer to the set of all

possible labels from the label services as the vocabulary. We note that some labels

appear in both services, but not necessarily on the same images. For example, "road"

appears in both label sources, but for the example image in Fig. 2-3, it is only reported

by LS1. Thus, to disambiguate between the labels from each source, we prepend all

label text with the respective label source identifier, e.g. "LS1: snow" vs. "LS2:

Snow" 1 . This convention would allow additional label sources to be incorporated

without ambiguity in future work by prepending the respective labels with "LS3:-.

"LS4", etc. In this article, if we refer to a label generically without its label source

identifier (e.g. the label "snow") we are referring to both of the labels from each source

(i.e. "LS1: snow" and "LS2: Snow").

LS1 labels
snow LS2 labels
infrastructure Blizzard
mode of transport Lane
lane Car
winter storm Transport
road Snow
transport Highway
structure Fog
phenomenon Glass
blizzard Freezing

(a) Camera 1137-1, 2018-01-04 16:57:52 highway Massachusetts
(UTC) freezing Department of

automotive exterior Transportation
glass

(b) Labels for sample image

Figure 2-3: Fig.(a) shows a sample image taken during the "bomb cyclone," and the
table in (b) shows the labels returned by each labeling service

The size of the vocabulary for the dataset between the two label sources is 1389

total labels: 477 from LS1, and 912 from LS2. In general, the labels from LS2

tend to be more specific and contain more named entities than those from LS1. For

example, we observed the labels "LS2: BMW," "LS2: BMW 3 Series," and "LS2:

2018 BMW 3 Series Sedan" from LS2, whereas we found only the label "LS1: bmw"

'In addition, labels from LS1 were reported by the service in lowercase, whereas those from LS2
were rendered with capitalizations. We preserve this styling.
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from LS1. However, LS2 was also prone to including more spurious labels due to

word associations: for example, the label "LS2: Blizzard Entertainment" (a software

company), appeared occasionally alongside "LS2: Blizzard." However, such spurious

labels were rare, and we were able to address this issue in our analysis with a high-

pass filter on the labels' empirical document frequency fi, given by fi := ni/Nimg

where ni is the number of images in the dataset in which the label j appears, and

Nimg is the total number of images in the dataset.

The cutoff for the high-pass filter is set at fi = 10-4, and was chosen heuristically.

We considered that spurious labels may show up once or twice per camera; thus, we

set the cutoff at a baseline average rate of three images per camera, which corresponds

to a fraction of roughly 0.01% all frames. We also verified that the remaining labels

were related to objects and phenomena likely to be observed in traffic footage. In

addition, we removed labels from our analysis related to "Massachusetts Department

of Transportation," as those labels are likely due to the "massDOT" watermark in

the corner of each image, and not the scene content. After filtering, we were left with

620 labels in the vocabulary: 280 from LS1 and 340 from LS2.

2.2 Semantic Feature Vectors: Bag-of-Label-Words

We note that the task of analyzing collections of image labels resembles the classic

NLP task of analyzing words in a corpus of text documents [24]. We thus introduce the

Bag-of-Label-Words (BoLW) model-adapted from the foundational Bag-of-Words

(BoW) [87] NLP model-to represent each image's semantic content in a vector space.

We will consider a set V of Nimg images (frames of traffic CCTV footage), indexed

by i - [1, ... ,Nimg]. Each image has an originating camera, denoted ci, and timestamp,

denoted ti. The number of images from a given camera c is denoted Nimg-

2.2.1 BoLW model

The BoLW model for representing image contents as semantic feature vectors is given

as follows. Consider a vector space, L, where each dimension corresponds to an
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individual label in the label vocabulary. The dimension of L--the number of terms in

the label vocabulary-is denoted Mlab. A vector in this vector space f E L represents

the labels of image i. The nonzero entries of fi are equal to unity in the dimensions

corresponding to each of the semantic labels for image i. This vector representation

is analogous to the Bag-of-Words vector space model of documents in NLP, which

represents documents as vectors, where each component corresponds to the number

of occurrences of a given word in the document [24]; hence, we refer to our model as

Bag-of-Label-Words.

The Bag-of-Label-Words vector model is given as follows:

" A label word, Aj, is defined as a single label in the label vocabulary, indexed by

j E {1, .. . , Mlab}. Aj is a (one-hot) unit-basis vector in L whose jth component

equals one, and all other components equal zero.

* A bag of label words associated with image i is a vector ti E L.

. The total weight, wi, of bag ii is defined as its Ll-norm: wi := H1illi = Ej P I

There is another related BoW model in computer vision, called Bag-of-Visual-Words

(BoVW) [88]; however, BoVW uses pixel groupings as its "words," whereas BoLW

uses textual, semantic labels as its "words." Generically, these types of "Bag-of-

Words"-style models are referred to as "Bag-of-Features" models.

In this dissertation, we consider only labels fromimage labeling classifiers, which

provide scene-level annotations of images, and not object detection, which also pro-

vides counts and locations of each detected object. However, the BoLW model can

incorporate object count, simply by adding an additional label word to the bag for

each instance of the object detected. For example, if image i had ten "car" and three

"truck" labels, its BoLW vector would have the corresponding components fqar = 10

and ftruck = 3.

However, while BoLW can incorporate object count, it does not incorporate lo-

cation. This is a property shared by all Bag-of-Features models: the configurations

of the features-word order in BoW, pixel clusters locations in BoVW, and labeled
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object positions in BoLW-are ignored. Instead, the vector representation retains in-

formation about the presence and co-occurrence of features. This provides invariance

to certain transformations of the original data, such as permutations in word order

for BoW or rearranging of image elements in BoVW and BoLW. For this reason,

Bag-of-Features models tend to be used for capturing general scene-level information

(i.e. the gist of an image or document) rather than tasks requiring more precise rep-

resentation (e.g. estimations of geometric quantities such as distance and density).

Thus, we focus on detecting categorical, qualitative differences in the scene.

Using BoLW, the semantic content of the footage can be represented in a con-

ventional matrix format. Vertically concatenating the row vectors Ci, ordered by

timestamp, for all images of a given camera, generates the Ni'mg X Mab image-label

matrix A. Each row of the image-label matrix corresponds to an image, and each

column correspond to a label. 2 This resembles an observation matrix from signal pro-

cessing: a matrix of Ni mg observations of an Mlab-dimensional system. Each column

can thus be interpreted as the measurements a detector of some quantity; for exam-

ple, the columns corresponding to the "snow" labels can be interpreted as sensors

which detect the presence of snow at that camera's location. The time series for a

given label j and camera c are referred to as a label signal and are given by:

A3,= {q;Vi where ci = c}. (2.1)

This representation is remarkable, as it enables the use of existing time series analysis

and signal processing methods to analyze complex visual events in videos that are

difficult to parameterize in the pixel representation.

2.2.2 Label Reweighting

Note that extremely common labels, such as background elements, do not necessarily

contribute much operationally useful information about the image contents. For ex-

2 The image-label matrix is analogous to the document-term matrix in NLP, and in general, our
usage of the terms "image" and "label" in this dissertation correspond to "document" and "term"
respectively in the NLP literature.
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ample, labels such as "Road" and "Asphalt" appear extremely frequently in images

in the BFCC dataset. While these labels are not incorrect-the images from free-

way cameras do indeed contain roads made of asphalt-they are also not particularly

informative for TMC operations, as it is expected that most images from a traffic

camera contain a road. Thus, we would like to attenuate the weight of labels which

occur extremely frequently. this is addressed with the Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-

ument Frequency (tf-idf) weighting scheme, described below, to rescale each image's

label weights based on each label's rarity for each camera.

The tf-idf weighting scheme is a heuristic used in NLP to reweight terms in the

BoW vector to account for the natural difference in term prevalence in a language [24].

Terms3 that are commonly used in a language will be highly represented in any given

document, regardless of their relevance to the subject matter of the document. These

extremely common terms can end up dominating the weight of a bag if all terms are

weighted evenly. Thus, to correct for the effect of these prevalent terms, their weights

are scaled inversely to often they appear in all documents. Analogously, labels that

appear on nearly every image tend to correspond to static background elements, such

as the road and surrounding infrastructure; thus, the same tf-idf reweighting can be

used to attenuate these prevalent labels.

The tf-idf weight is computed as the product of its two titular components: the

term frequency (tf) and the inverse document frequency (idf) [24]. In NLP usage, the

term frequency of a given document and term is given by the number of occurrences

of that term within the document; in our case, the term frequency for a given image

v and label j is given by the binary variable:

tf(i,j) = 1 if image i has label j (2.2)
0 otherwise

We use a binary tf term, since we only consider the presence/absence of labels. How-

3 While in the rest of the dissertation we use the terms "label" and "image" instead of "term"
and "document," we preserve the use of "term" and "document" in the explanation of tf-idf in this
section due to those words being integral to the tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
name.
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ever, the term frequency could be used more generally to represent other measures

such as object count or number of pixels, if that information is available. This is be-

yond the scope of this dissertation, but represents a promising refinement for future

work.

The inverse document frequency (idf) of a term j is typically computed as the

negative logarithm the empirical document frequency: idf(j)= -log(fi) = log (N g)

We use a variant of idf, which we call the per-camera idf, which is computed for camera

c as idf(j, c) = log (d where Nig is the total number of images for camera c. The

per-camera idf considers the relative rarity of a label j within the context of the other

images from that camera. This is motivated by the fact that the label distributions

are different across cameras; for example, the presence of the label "Snow" is more

unusual and notable for images from a camera in a tunnel than those from a camera

out in the open.

The idf-weighted image-label matrix is a rescaling of the image-label matrix where

the components of each row (fi) are given by the per-camera tf-idf values:

- tf(ij) x idf (j, c(vi)). (2.3)

The empirical analyses presented in the remainder of this part use the per-camera

idf-weighted label data (with the exception of the information retrieval application,

as explained in Sec. 3.1); in addition, the data are resampled at a 5-minute interval

and linearly interpolated to standardize the sampling rate.

2.2.3 Dataset Structure

We now explore the structure of the data corpus in the BoLW label space. Ideally,

the BoLW representation of the corpus would preserve structural relationships be-

tween images in the corpus; for example, we would like for images that are similar

visually to be close (as measured by some distance metric) in the label space. We

first qualitatively assess this by visualizing the data corpus using the t-distributed

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) transformation. In the following chapter,
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we will validate this by using semantic similarity to try and find similar images in the

corpus.

t-SNE is a dimensionality reduction algorithm typically used to map high dimen-

sional data onto a 2D or 3D space for visualization [89]. The t-SNE technique seeks

to preserve the neighborhood relationships between data points-i.e. pairs of points

that are nearest neighbors in the high dimensional space should be nearest neighbors

in the low dimensional t-SNE space; as a result, local data features such as clusters

tend to be preserved. In our case, clusters can be interpreted as groups of data points

which are semantically similar to one another. It should be noted that the dimen-

sions of the t-SNE space are arbitrary and relative distances are not preserved in the

transformation; thus, the absolute positioning of the data points in the t-SNE space

is not inherently meaningful.

We visualize the BoLW representation of the corpus in Figure 2-4 via t-SNE with

max iterations=2000 and t-SNE perplexity=100. For clarity of presentation, we plot

a random subset of 2 x 104 data points sampled uniformly. Fig. 2-4a colors the data

points by camera; we see that the data exhibit some assortativity with respect to

camera, where images are likely to be next to others from the same camera. In

addition, we observe a strong diurnal effect, illustrated in Fig. 2-4b, where each data

point is colored according to its time of day: red for daytime (6am-6pm), and blue

for nighttime(6pm-6am).

We partition the data by camera in Fig. 2-4c. We see that each camera appears to

have distinct daytime and nighttime clusters. We also note that, in certain cameras

(1137-1 and 1508-1), the majority of the images are concentrated in a small number of

clusters, whereas in the rest of the cameras, the images are distributed across a larger

number of clusters. We found that cameras with fewer changes in camera perspectives

tended to have fewer clusters. In the case of camera 1137-1, we only observed four

changes in perspective, and in camera 1508-1, we observed none; whereas with the

other cameras, we observed upwards of a dozen perspective changes for each, some

of which lasted for hours or days before returning to the original angle.
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Figure 2-4: Visualization of corpus in BoLW label space via 2D T-SNE projection.
The data points in Fig. (a) are colored by camera. The data in Fig. (b) and (c) show
the data colored by time of day-red for daytime, and blue for nighttime-for all
cameras and each individual camera respectively.
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2.3 Topic Signals via Latent Dirichlet Allocation

In this section, we discuss the process of extracting semantic topic signals from the

BoLW representations of sequential image data. A topic represents a distribution

of related labels, and can correspond to physical processes. A semantic topic signal

for a given topic and camera represents a time series of the fraction of the semantic

contents of each frame of footage that is related to that topic.

Image BoLW

Latent hiddenLstate

traffic 
Lab

on the tok
DocumntLaW

dayLbe

Iabt

Latent (hidden) states

(a) We model each image as an observation of
a mixture of stochastic processes which occur
on the network.

Document BoW

dWord

joy Wordl

hea th Wr

Latent (hidden) topics

(b) This is equivalent to the model of docu-
ments and topics in NLP probabilistic topic
models.

Figure 2-5: Comparison between latent processes model and NLP probabilistic topic
models.

The motivation to model physical processes as topics is illustrated in Fig. 2-5.

First, certain physical phenomena can be modeled as random processes which generate

a mix of objects (and correspondingly, labels) over time. For example, traffic can be

seen as a random process which generates cars, trucks, buses, (and their respective

labels) etc. at different rates. Weather can be thought of as a random process which

generates rain and snow at different rates. Similarly, one can construct processes that
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for diurnal lighting cycles and background infrastructure. These processes can thus

be modeled as probability distributions over the objects and labels that it generates.

Each image can viewed as an observation of a mix of these latent (unobserved)

processes. Given a sufficient number of observations (i.e. BoLW vectors of images),

one could infer and extract these latent distributions and respective processes cap-

tured in the footage. This can be posed as a Bayesian inference problem. Indeed,

we recognize that this is equivalent to the problem of probabilistic topic modeling in

NLP. In particular, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model of [25].

The identification of topics and processes allow us to represent the footage in much

fewer dimensions, and also identifies which labels are most important in detecting

each process.

We note that since the image-label matrix is an ordinary matrix, other matrix de-

composition and dimensionality reduction methods can be also be applied. However,

unlike with topic models, not all techniques represent the reduced-dimension data in

semantically meaningful formats. For example, the t-SNE transformation we applied

for visualization in Fig. 2-4 is a form of dimensionality reduction; yet, the t-SNE

dimensions are not inherently meaningful, and cannot be directly used to interpret

the semantic information.

Among matrix decompositions with semantically meaningful dimensions, such

as singular value decomposition (and the NLP equivalent, Latent Semantic Index-

ing (LSI) [90]), topic models such as LDA have shown better empirical accuracy in

predicting co-occurrence of words, and distinguishing between different usages of the

same word [91]. In addition, LSI does not easily incorporate additional data, whereas

LDA can be updated in an online manner. For these reasons, we focus on probabilistic

topic models.

2.3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topic Model

Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a hierarchical Bayesian topic model for document gener-

ation in NLP [25]. LDA represents documents as random mixtures of topics, denoted

0, where each topic is, in turn, a probability distribution over label words, denoted 0.
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[26] introduced a commonly used variant that includes an additional Dirichlet prior

over on the topic-label distribution q. We adapt this variant of LDA to BoLWs below,

and visualize it in Fig. 2-6.

Each bag of label words fi in a dataset V is generated by the LDA model with

the procedure described in Algorithm 1. The target weights Tj are set exogenously

based on the empirical bag weights of V; in addition, the target weights are rounded

to the nearest integer. 4

_N

Figure 2-6: Graphical representation of the LDA model structure. Each of the boxes
(plates) represent a repeated component; the variable in the lower right hand corner
of each plate indicates the number of copies. The outer plates represent each bag of
label words in the dataset, and the inner plate represents each label word added to
the bag. Grey-filled circles represent observed variables, whereas white-filled circles
represent latent variables.

Algorithm 1: LDA BoLW generation procedure
input : Target weight, wi, of bag ei

image-topic prior hyperparamater a
topic-label prior hyperparamater /

output: bag of label words fi
Initialize fi = 0
Draw 0 ~ Dirichlet(a)
Draw # ~ Dirichlet(#)
while wi < Ti do

Draw topic z ~ Multinomial(Oi)
Draw a label word A Multinomial(#z)
Add A to the bag: fi=4 +A

end

A topic is denoted z E {1,..., Mtop}, where Mtop is the total number of topics, set

exogenously. The topic-label distribution is denoted 0, and is drawn from a Dirichlet
4 Rounding can be done without loss of generality; an arbitrary p additional significant digits can

be preserved by first scaling all elements in the bag by by 10P.
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distribution characterized by Miab-dimensional hyperparameter ,. The distribution

of labels that constitute a given topic, z, is denoted q, = #(Alz). The image-topic

distribution is denoted 0 and characterized by the Mtp-dimensional hyperparameter

a. The marginal distribution for a given topic is denoted Oz(i) = 6(ilz).

We define the semantic topic signal of a given topic z and camera c as the time

series:

{Ez : z(i);Vi where ci = c}. (2.4)

The topic signal represents the proportion of the camera's semantic weight which

corresponds to topic z over time. Increases/decreases in this signal correspond to

a respective increase/decrease in the fraction of labels related to the topic. Each

individual topic signal can be analyzed as a univariate time series, and combinations

of topic signals can be analyzed jointly.

To fit the model, we want to find the most likely (i.e. maximum posterior proba-

bility) values for the image-topic distribution, 0, and topic-word distribution, #, given

the hyperparameters and dataset V. This is done using the online variational Bayes

algorithm presented in [92]. We assume symmetric priors on 0 and # with constant

hyperparameter values a = 50/Mtop and #3 = 0.1 based on [26].

2.3.2 Choosing Appropriate Number of LDA Topics

The number of topics in the LDA model, Mtop, is specified exogenously-i.e. it is not

inferred by the model. A larger value of Mtop can account for more distinct processes,

at the expense of increasing model complexity. We use the perplexity metric to choose

the appropriate number of topics for the model. Perplexity is an entropy-based metric

for assessing how well a probability model predicts an unseen set of test images, Vtest

[25], given by:

Slog(p(fi))
Perp(Vtest) := exp - Vtest

iEVtest
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LIA

where p(ti) is the likelihood of the model generating the label vector fi. In our case,

we use p(fi) = p(tiI#, #), the conditional likelihood of observing li from a LDA model

given the hyperparameter # and fitted topic-label distribution #:

p(tila,#) = Jp(O'la) E wp ijzj ,)p(zj|10') dO'.
(j1

We select the appropriate number of topics, denoted Mt*P, in a manner similar

to [93]. Since a lower perplexity score indicates a better fit of the model to the data,

we increase Mtop until we no longer see an appreciable decrease in perplexity. Let

PerpA~tp (Vtest) denote the perplexity of a holdout dataset Vtest for an LDA model

with Mt0 p topics. The data was partitioned at random into an 80/20 train/test

split. Several LDA models were fit over a range of Mtop, and we compute the Rate

of Perplexity Change-a finite difference approximation of the slope with respect to

Mtop--as:

PerpAIp (Vtest) - PerpMt.p -A Mt0 p (Vtest)
RPC(K):=AMop

Figure 2-7 shows the rate of perplexity change versus the number of topics; the error

bars represent the standard deviation of 50 Monte Carlo resamplings, with random

train/test data partitions for each resampling. We select the smallest Mt(p within

one standard deviation from zero as the number of topics, Mt*p= 20.

0

-2

-6

5 10 15 20 25 30
Number of LDA Topics

Figure 2-7: Rate of perplexity change vs. Number of topics; error bars show standard
deviation from Monte Carlo samples
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Topic 1: Topic 8: Nigh tiopic 9: Topic 11: Tra: fiTopic 12:
Wintry Conditi itreet Lights Intersection Congestion Error

LS1: snow LS2: Street LS2: Inter- LS1: vehicle LS1: white
section

LS2: Snow LS1: street LS1: inter- LS2: Vehicle LS1: mate-
light section rial

LS2: Phe- LS2: Lighting LS1: skyway LS1: motor LS2: Web-
nomenon vehicle cam
LS1: geological LS2: Street ligl tLS1: urban LS2: Motor LS1: circle

phenomenon area vehicle

LS1: phe- LS1: night LS2: Urban LS1: automoti e LS1: tech-
nomenon area exterior nology

(a) Sample of LDA topics, and their respective highest probability labels in descend-
ing order

(b) Error message
that is shown when a
live feed for a camera
is unavailable

Figure 2-8: Selected LDA topics (a) and unavailable feed error message (b)

2.3.3 Selected Topics and Signals

We now discuss a few selected semantic topics and topic signals. These results come

from an LDA model with Mt*op = 20 topics, fit on the entire dataset, weighted using

the per-camera tf-idf scheme. Fig. 2-8a presents a handful of representative topics

and their five highest-probability labels. Recall that the tf-idf scheme reweights labels

relative to their average appearance frequency. Without this reweighting, the highest

probability labels of each topic would be dominated by the most common labels of

"road" and "asphalt".

The LDA model represents each image in the dataset as a mixture of the 20 LDA

topics, where the fraction of each topic corresponds to the fraction of the image's se-

mantic weight associated with that topic. The semantic topic signal represents that

fraction, for a given topic and camera, as a function of time. We adopt the common

LDA practice of naming each topic, a posteriori based on domain knowledge and un-
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Camera 1508-1: Traffic congestion topic, weekly

- 2017/12/25 - 2017/12/31

0.2

0.0
Mon Tue Wed Thu Ri Sat Sun

(a) Week of Christmas (Mon)

Camera 1508-1: Traffic congestion topic, weekly

- 2018/01/01 - 2018/01/07
0.4 All weeks

0.2

Mon The Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

(b) Week of New Year's (Mon) and "Bomb cyclone" (Thu-Fri)

Figure 2-9: Camera 1508-1 "traffic congestion" topic signals, with weeks superim-
posed. Fig. (a) highlights the week of Christmas; Fig. (b) highlights the week of New
Year's and the "Bomb cyclone" storm.

derstanding of the labels. We associate topics with physical processes which generate

labels corresponding to elements related to that process. We find that the topics cover

categories of processes including environmental/weather phenomena, diurnal cycles,

infrastructure elements, traffic, and error messages.

It is interesting to note that the semantic meanings are not considered in the LDA

topic inference process, yet the statistical LDA process seems to aggregate seman-

tically similar labels into topics. The exception here is in "Topic 12: Error," which

has labels that are seemingly unrelated to traffic CCTV footage, as well as to one

another. However, once we realize that Topic 12 appears only for the image shown

in Fig. 2-8b, which is given by the Mass511 web server when the feed is temporarily

down, the relation becomes clear. This semantic similarity and ease of interpretation

is an intended feature of the topic model approach, which aims to retain the intuitive

parsability of image data. Furthermore, this demonstrates a useful side effect of us-

ing the LDA representation: automatic identification of frames with recurring error
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Camera 1508-1 - (LS2: Traffic) label, weekly
[.00 -- 2 /12/25 - 201 2/31
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(a) "LS2: Traffic" label

Camera 1508-1 - (LS2: Traffic congestion) label, weekly

.00 - 2017/12/25 - 2017/12/31

.75 All weeks

.50

.25

Figure
posed.
for the
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(b) "LS2: Traffic congestion" label

2-10: Camera 1508-1 individual label signals vs. time, with weeks superim-
Fig. (a) shows the signal for the label "LS2: Traffic"; Fig. (b) shows the signal
label "LS2: Traffic congestion".

messages.

We find that "Topic 1: Wintry Conditions" corresponds to winter storm events.

Unsurprisingly, the top labels include "snow" from both label sources. However,

unexpectedly, the next three labels are variations of "phenomenon" and "geologi-

cal phenomenon", which we did not expect a priori, to correspond to winter storm

events. However, we find in notable event detection (presented in the next section),

that the topic performs better in validation than using naively only "snow" and/or

"rain" labels. This suggests that the "phenomenon" and "geological phenomenon"

labels provide useful information toward detecting winter storm events. This demon-

strates another benefit of the semantic topic representation: the ability to discover

and identify labels that are related to quantities of interest.

We now examine the "Topic 11: Traffic congestion" topic signal to qualitatively

gauge traffic congestion patterns from the footage. Fig. 2-9 presents the "Traffic con-

gestion" topic signal for camera 1508-1, with each week superimposed. The data
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points are plotted at 15-minute intervals (downsampled using mean value). Camera

1508-1 is selected for its location in an underpass, which protects it from atmospheric

occlusion due to rain or snow. In addition, for the duration of the data collection

period, the camera angle was not manipulated by operators. We observe a diurnal

pattern of more traffic congestion during the day, as well as a weekly pattern of lower

congestion on the weekends. Furthermore, we see more congestion during the evening

rush hours than in the morning, as is expected from typical urban commuting pat-

terns, since the camera is located on a ramp leading out of Boston. These phenomena

match our expectations of traffic flow at this location.

We also highlight two weeks to show the "Traffic congestion" topic signal's sen-

sitivity to holidays and major storms. Fig. 2-9a highlights the week of Christmas,

which shows a clear reduction in traffic congestion on Christmas day. Fig. 2-9b high-

lights the week of New Year's and the "Bomb cyclone" winter storm, which occurred

on Monday and Thursday-Friday respectively. We see that the New Year's reduc-

tion in traffic was not as dramatic compared to that of Christmas; this is consistent

with expectations, as in the United States, nearly all businesses and organizations

are closed on Christmas, but many businesses are open on New Year's, albeit often

with reduced hours [80].

While the effect of New Year's was relatively mild, the "Bomb cyclone" had a much

more stark impact on traffic, reducing it to effectively zero for much of Thursday and

Friday. Though the storm itself did not reach Boston until just past midnight on

Friday morning, traffic was virtually nonexistent for all of Thursday. This is likely

due to the City of Boston imposing a parking ban, which was in place from 7 a.m.

Thursday-5 p.m. Friday [94, 78]. We see a small uptick in traffic around 5 p.m. on

Friday right when the parking ban is lifted. Again, Topic 11's signal behavior is in

line with our expectations for these traffic disturbance events.

For comparison, we provide similar weekly graphs constructed using individual

labels in Fig. 2-10. Like with the topic signal, we plot the label signals at a 15-minute

interval using mean-value downsampling. Fig. 2-10a shows the "LS2: Traffic" label.

We observe that there is a significant background level of noise, with roughly one in
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every five images being tagged with "LS2: Traffic" throughout, including at night.

The label signal does seem to capture the general phenomena: the afternoon peak

in traffic, and reduced traffic on weekends and holidays. However, it is difficult to

distinguish between the smaller variations in this signal, such as differences between

weekend daytime and nighttime traffic.

Fig. 2-10b shows the label signal for "LS2: Traffic congestion". It is clear that this

label signal fails to consistently detect traffic congestion, since the label appears only

a handful of times, and generally outside of high-traffic rush hours. The label signal

does not capture any of the expected diurnal, weekly, or event-related patterns. The

plots for "LS1: traffic" and "LS1: traffic congestion" were omitted, since the former

looks similar to its LS2 counterpart, and the latter does not appear at all on any

images for camera 1508-1.

These graphs suggest that the topic signal provides a better representation of

a "traffic congestion" process which captures more of the phenomena we expect to

observe than label signals do. The following section validates this by comparing the

performance of using topic signals versus label signals for detecting notable events.
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Chapter 3

Semantic Analysis Applications

3.1 Information Retrieval

The BoW model is often used in NLP information retrieval applications, which are

concerned with finding documents which are related to a given query document [24].

In this section, we demonstrate that the BoLW representation can be used in the same

way to identify images that are semantically similar to a query image. For the analysis

in this section, we considered a random subset of 15000 images and their respective

BoLW representations from the BFCC, partitioned into an 80/20 split. The 80%

subset represents the set of retrievable images, whereas the 20% set represents the

set of query images.

We identify semantically similar images using the angular distance metric (de-

fined in Sec. 3.1.1) computed on the BoLW1 representations of the query image and

retrievable images. We use a nearest-neighbors approach in finding related images.

We consider whether the retrieved images are "related" to the query image using

a few metrics: same camera and same time of day. We evaluate the results on the

"top-k" retrieved image performance: if the majority of the top k retrieved images

'We do not use the per-camera tf-idf weighted data for the BoLW representations in this section.
The per-camera tf-idf weights implicitly encode information about each camera through the per-
camera idf term, because all images from the same camera receive the same scaling. As such, if
the query image's BoLW representation were already weighted using per-camera tf-idf, it would be
biased to be closer to images from the original camera. Thus, to avoid this bias, we do not scale any
of the BoLW vectors for the information retrieval task.
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have the same camera or time of day (within 2 hour window) as the query image,

then we consider those results a successful query in the respective camera/time of

day metric.

We first perform the query using exhaustive search on all 12000 retrievable images,

and report the results in Sec. 3.1.2. While the results of the exhaustive search are

relatively accurate, they are computationally intensive. We are able to achieve a

significant computational improvement using a cluster-based indexing technique to

reduce the runtime, with only minor accuracy tradeoffs, discussed in Sec. 3.1.3.

3.1.1 Semantic Similarity and Performance Evaluation

We measure the semantic similarity between two BoLW vectors using the cosine

similarity score. Cosine similarity measures the alignment between two vectors, and

is commonly used in information retrieval contexts for high dimensional data [24].

The cosine similarity between two BoLW vectors f, f' is given by:

cos sim(f, f') = Il

where - denotes the dot product and jjj denotes the Euclidean norm of f. Since the

elements of BoLW vectors are non-negative, the cosine similarity is bounded on [0, 1],

where 0 represents complete dissimilarity (orthogonality) and 1 represents maximum

similarity (alignment) between the two vectors.

Since we are using a nearest-neighbors approach to finding similar images, it is

convenient to represent the cosine similarity as a distance such that larger values rep-

resent greater dissimilarity between vectors. To do this, we use the angular distance

[24], simply defined as:

ang dist (f, f') = 1 - cos sim(f, f').

Since the evaluation of whether an image is "related" to another is somewhat
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subjective, we instead use other properties as proxy metrics for "relatedness." In

particular, we consider two metrics for result relevance: same camera and same time-

of-day. We recognize that these properties are not sufficient to establish whether a

retrieved image is relevant to the query image, but we argue that they are necessary;

furthermore, we have the benefit of having the ground truth values of these quantities.

Future work would be needed to further evaluate the performance of information

retrieval using the BoLW semantic representations.

The "same-camera" metric between two images, i and i', is defined as a boolean

function whose value is "true" if and only if the two images originated from the same

camera. Similarily, we define the "same-time-of-day" metric between two images as

a boolean function whose value is "true" if and only if the timestamps of the two

images differ by less than two hours.

same-cam(i, i') = True if ci = ci

False otherwise

(True if Iti - tiI < 2 hours
same-time(i, i')=

False otherwise

Individual image retrieval results are evaluated using a top-k performance; that

is, the image retrieval results considered correct for the same-camera or same-time-

of-day metric if the majority of the top-k images satisfy that metric. We explore the

performance for different values of k E {1, 3, 5}. The overall performance is evaluated

using an accuracy score for each metric, which is defined as the fraction of query

images which had correct top-k results for the respective metric.

3.1.2 Exhaustive Search

We first evaluated the image retrieval using exhaustive search to find the top-k nearest

neighbors on all 12000 images in the retrievable image set. The accuracy for each

metric, along with the runtimes are listed in Table 3.1. For reference, the null classifier
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same-cam same-time runtime
accuracy accuracy

k=1 80% 84% 2 hours
k=3 86% 92% 2 hours
k=5 87% 92% 2 hours

Table 3.1: Image Retrieval Performance, Exhaustive Search

accuracies (guessing uniform at random) are 14% and 17% for the same-cam and

same-time metrics respectively. We see that in all top-k evaluations, the nearest-

neighbor retrieval approach performs much better than the null classifier and achieves

reasonable results.

Retrieved Image Camera
k=3 1106--i 1137--i 1296--i 1413-- 1500--i 1508--i 1600--i

Query 1106--i 0.001 0.002 0.007 0.008 0.001 0.002
Image 1137--i 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.004
Camera 1296--i 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.004

1413--i 0.008 0 0.001 0.012 0.001 0.004
1500--1 0.008 0.005 0.002 0.013 8 0.001 0.004
1508--i 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.1j 0.003
1600--i 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003

Figure 3-1: Confusion matrix of retrieved images for k = 3, same-camera metric.
Computation times are given for a quad-core intel laptop processor.

We briefly note some observations regarding the confusion matrix for the same-

camera metric, shown in Fig. 3-1 for k = 3. The confusion matrix shows how the

camera classifications are distributed between query and retrieved images. A dispro-

portionate number of misclassifications were between cameras 1106-1, 1413-1, and

1500-1. We note that all three cameras are located on the same freeway (see Fig. 2-1),

have similar vantage points, and are all pointed north. As such, their images look

visually similar-the fact that their images were more likely to be confused with one

another than with other cameras suggests that this element of visual similarity is

reflected in the semantic representation.

We also note that camera 1508-1 had comparatively less misclassification relative

to other cameras. This is likely due to its unique positioning in an underpass, as

well as its total lack of camera angle changes. As a result, most of the images from
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1508-1 depict a similarly consistent scene from day to day, and the images have

less dispersion in the BoLW space compared to other cameras. This decreases the

likelihood of images being adjacent to those from other cameras.

On the other hand, camera 1600-1 has a relatively high misclassification compared

to other cameras. This is likely due to the high number of camera angle changes

observed in this camera. Operators would frequently change the perspective of this

camera, often for short durations. Consequently, there's a larger number of small

clusters of images corresponding to these perspective changes which have relatively

small number of neighbors. As such, some of the nearest neighbors end up being

images from other cameras, leading to misclassification.

3.1.3 Cluster-Based Indexing

While the exhaustive search performs quite well in terms of accuracy, the computa-

tional expense is high, since we must compute the angular distance between every

query image and every retrievable image. We present a cluster-based indexing ap-

proach to reduce the additional queries by reducing the number of candidate retriev-

able images to consider.

The clustering approach is motivated by the observed cluster structures in the

t-SNE projection (Fig. 2-4). We see that each camera appears to have some distinct

local clustering, which we can use to reduce the number of candidate retrievable

images to consider. If we can establish that the query image is within a cluster, we

can restrict the set of candidate images to only those within the cluster. The query

process is thus broken into two steps: first, identify which clusters are near the query

image, and second, search exhaustively through only the images in the clusters near

the query image.

This process reduces the number of images needed to be considered from the full

12000 to a few hundred, resulting in a massive decrease in runtime from hours to min-

utes. However, there is an one-time upfront computational cost of about three hours

incurred in order to find the cluster membership of all of the retrievable images. We

use hierarchical clustering [95] to find the cluster membership. We chose hierarchical
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same-cam same-time runtime
accuracy accuracy

k=1 72% 82% 0.5 minutes
k=3 84% 91% 3 minutes
k=5 87% 92% 6 minutes

Table 3.2: Image Retrieval Performance, Cluster-Based Indexing

clustering because it allows for non-convex clusters, as well as heterogenous cluster

sizes, which we observe in the data. We chose 517 clusters based on the L Method of

[96].

We constructed an index set of 1528 retrievable images, consisting of up to 5

points (medoid and up to 4 random images) from each of the 517 clusters. In the

first step, we find the k-nearest-neighbors out of the index set. Then we select the

clusters to which those k-nearest index neighbors belong to, and exhaustively search

through those clusters to find the k-nearest images to retrieve in the second step. The

performance for this cluster-based indexing technique is shown in Table 3.2, using the

same 2000 query images. We see that the accuracy is a little worse for k = 1,3, but

comparable to the exhaustive search for k = 5.

The runtime for the cluster-based indexing is orders of magnitude quicker than

the exhaustive search, completing the full query in a manner of minutes rather than

hours. The additional upfront cost of hierarchical clustering is recouped entirely if

one performs more than two batch queries against the retrievable image set.

These results indicate that semantic representations, such as BoLW can be used

for information retrieval tasks. Furthermore, we can exploit the structure of the image

data to index the data based on clustering to reduce the computational complexity of

searching through the images. Future work is needed to further evaluate the quality

of the query results, and there is significant room for improvement by considering

additional features, such as visual attributes. Further refinements are discussed in

Sec. 6.2.
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3.2 Notable Event Detection

In this section, we explore the detection of notable events from the topic signals.

We consider two classes of "notable" events. First, we address detecting changes in

processes that are typically stationary: for example, nominal weather that is briefly

interrupted by storms. Second, we address detecting anomalies in processes that

are non-stationary, but have regular temporal patterns and distributions, such as

abnormal traffic congestion caused by holidays or inclement weather.

We present statistical techniques and empirical results for addressing each class

of events using semantic topic signals. Events of the first class are detected using

change-point detection. We demonstrate this in Sec. 3.2.1 by detecting changes in

the mean value of the "Wintry Conditions" topic signal to identify inclement weather

events. Events of the second type are detected using anomaly detection for samples of

data. We demonstrate in Sec. 3.2.2 the detection of anomalous traffic patterns from

the "Traffic congestion" topic signal. We validate the performance against known

winter storms, holidays, and events.

Furthermore, we examine the performance of using our topic signal representation

versus using individual label signals. In particular: we evaluate the performance of

the label signals for "blizzard", "rain" and "snow" to serve as benchmarks in the

winter storm detection task. For the task of detecting anomalous traffic congestion, we

compare to the performance of using the label signals of "traffic", "traffic congestion",

"car" and "vehicle."

For generality, we will use the notation X to refer to a set of data. We will consider

sets of data constructed from topic signals E) (2.4), as well as label signals Ai (2.1).

3.2.1 Changes in Stationary Processes: Winter Storms

We first consider detecting deviations from stationary processes; that is, processes

which typically have a constant mean and variance, but are occasionally disturbed

by transitory disruptions. Winter storm disruptions to nominal weather conditions

can be modeled as such a process. Under normal weather conditions, a measurement
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(b) Camera 1137-1 Topic Signal

1137-1
Prec Rec F1  Prec Rec F1

LS1: snow 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
LS2: Snow 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.375 0.5
LS1: blizzard 1 0.375 0.5455 1 0.25 0.4
LS2: Blizzard 1 0.375 0.5455 1 0.25 0.4
LS1: rain 1 0.375 0.5455 0.857 0.75 0.8
LS2: Rain 1 0.375 0.5455 0.857 0.75 0.8
"LS1: rain

OR 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.875 0.875 0.875
LS1: snow"
Topic:
"Wintry 0.625
Conditions"

(c) Performance evaluation
compared to topics signal.
bold

0.625 0.625 0.875 0.875 0.875

for change-point detection using label signals
Best scores in each column are rendered in

Figure 3-2: Performance of winter storm detection using change point detection.
Figures in (a)-(b) show the change points in the "Wintry Conditions" topic signal and
weather events for cameras 1106-1 and 1137-1. Table (c) compares the performance
of using the topic signals to using label signals.

of a "winter storm" process should be constant at zero; however, whenever there is a

storm, that process should have a positive, nonzero measurement. If we can construct

a signal that replicates this behavior, then we can identify any significant changes in

the mean as notable events.

We use change point detection methods to identify the notable events. Change

point detection is the problem of finding points in time series where the statistics of the

data on either side differ significantly [97]. In our case, we are looking for the points in

time where the mean of the preceding and subsequent data differ significantly. This

can be posed as an optimization problem [97] of finding the vector p of R change
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points which minimizes the following objective function:

R

E [C(Xp,:Pr) i+ B], (3.1)
r=1

where Pr denotes the rth changepoint; XPr_pr denotes the data points of dataset X

that fall between the change points pr-1 and Pr; and B is a constant parameter to

prevent overfitting. The elements of the change point vector are sequentially ordered

in time, i.e. Pr < Pr' iff r < r'. The function C is a cost function which measures the

sum of squared differences for some subsample of data, , from its mean pt:

n
C( )=

where n is the number of elements of (.

Essentially, the optimization of (3.1) finds the change points that result in the best

fit of a piecewise constant signal to the data. The parameter B prevents overfitting

by acting as a minimum threshold: an additional change point is only added if it can

reduce the sum of squared difference from the means by at least B. We choose B to

be 1/20 of the total energy of the original signal.

We use this technique to find the changes in the "Wintry Conditions" topic signals

from cameras 1106-1 and 1137-1, presented in Fig. 3-2a and 3-2b, respectively; i.e.

X = e6 for z ="Wintry Conditions" and c =1106-1, and 1137-1. The change points

are validated against the eight events in the "Rain" and "Snow" columns in Table 2.1.

Since the frequency of the weather data provided by NOAA-GHCN is daily, we allow

for a +12 hour detection window around the change points-i.e. if a weather event

happens within a 12 hour window of a detected change point, it is a true positive.

This accounts for the temporal uncertainty due to the 24-hour quantization of the

reported weather data. Furthermore, we consider pairs of change points as a single

detection event: the first change point represents the start of the event (deviation from

nominal), and the second represents the end (return to nominal). We also consider

additional change points which happen within 24 hours of a start of a detection event
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as part of the same event, and thus are not counted as additional change points. This

24-hour minimum duration was chosen to match the NOAA-GHCN data. Finally, we

consider (up to) the top eight significant detection events for each signal.

We evaluate the performance of the event detector using the F1 score, which

is the geometric mean between the precision (Prec), and recall (Rec) metrics [24].

Precision measures the fraction of positive classifications which are correct, and recall

measures the fraction of total events which are detected. They are given as: F1 =

PrecRec where Prec = T+FP; Rec = T TP stands for True Positives; FP for

False Positives; and FN for False Negatives.

Fig. 3-2c presents the performance metrics of the changepoint detection applied

to the "Wintry Conditions" topic signal and compares it against the use of various

label signals. We evaluate the performance of the label signals for "snow," "rain,"

and "blizzard" from both LS1 and LS2, as well as all pairwise combinations of those

labels. We show only the best performing pairwise combination: "LS1: rain OR LS1:

snow." We see that in all cases, as measured by F1 score, the detection events from

the topic signal outperform those from the label signals. In addition, it performs as

well as, or better than, the performance of the best pairwise combination of labels.

3.2.2 Anomalies in Non-Stationary Processes: Traffic Con-

gestion

Certain processes are inherently non-stationary; for example, the traffic congestion

process follows a diurnal pattern of increasing during morning and evening rush hours,

and decreasing to zero at night. This non-stationarity prevents us from using the pre-

viously discussed change point detection approach to detect notable events. One way

to address this would be to model traffic congestion as a trend-stationary process: i.e.

a sum of a deterministic time-dependent diurnal trend component and a stationary

stochastic component and detect changes in the stochastic component. However, this

requires the estimation of the trend component, which introduces another modeling

and statistical question.
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Instead, we present an alternative approach which sidesteps the need to estimate

the temporal trend signal. We pose the problem as a statistical anomaly detection

problem by measuring the dissimilarity (via an f-divergence measure) between the

empirical distribution of the signal values and a set of nominal reference distribu-

tions. Furthermore, we employ a direct estimation technique [34, 18] for computing

the divergence between two empirical distributions without having to parametrically

estimate the distributions themselves as well. Our method offers significant generality,

as it does not depend on the functional forms of the temporal trend or distribution.

In addition, we consider data subsequences as our "data points." A subsequence

starting at data point xi E X is represented as Xi= [xi, i+ .. , Xi+k-1] E R A, where

k is the subsequence length and M is the number of dimensions of xi. We then use

the set of subsequences x = {Xi} "g-k as the dataset for anomaly detection. We

note that this process is similar to the construction of the lag terms in autoregressive

(AR) models, and is used in other time series analysis problems [37]. We vary the

length subsequence length k and empirically determine the best subsequence length

to use in our anomaly detection procedure.

Our approach considers the anomaly detection problem of whether a test sample

of data from a signal is anomalous compared to a set of known-nominal reference

samples. Let us divide the length of a signal into equal-sized time windows, where T,

denotes sth window and s E [1, Nwin]. Let X, denote a test sample of data correspond-

ing to the data points which occur during T. Let X, denote a nominal reference

sample, where a E [1, Nj.] indexes the reference samples, and the set of all reference

samples is denoted X. We determine whether a sample X, is anomalous based on its

average dissimilarity to the reference samples X, E X.

Divergence Measures and Estimation

We compute dissimilarity between two data distributions using an f-divergence, de-

fined as follows: for probability distributions P, P', defined over a space Q (with
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respective probability densities p(x),p'(x)), an f-divergence from P to Q is given by:

Df(PH F') := p'(x)f dx (3.2)

where f (t) is a convex function with f(1) = 0 [98]. The well-known Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence [99], and Pearson (PE) X2-divergence [100] are specific instances of

f-divergences, where fKL (t) = t log(t) and fPE (t) = 1(t - 1)2 respectively.

All f-divergences are positive, are minimized at zero when P and P' are identi-

cal, and maximized when they are statistically independent; in addition, they satisfy

information monotonicity and joint convexity [98]. A larger f-divergence value indi-

cates a greater dissimilarity between two distributions than a smaller divergence; note

however, that f-divergences are not true distance measures, in that they are not com-

mutative, i.e. Df(PIP') / Dj(P'||P), and do not satisfy the triangle inequality. In

our application, we adopt the common practice [37] of using a symmetrized divergence

which satisfies commutativity, given as Dsf"'(P| P') := Df(P P') + Df(P' IP).

In this dissertation, we consider a variant of the PE divergence, the Relative

Pearson (RP) divergence [18], defined as:

DR2P (x) (x) 1 2 dx (3.3)

where

q,(x) = 'yp(x) + (1 - -)p'(x), (3.4)

for some y E [0, 1), is referred to as the y-relative density [1832. The use of q,(x)

in (3.3) ensures that the -- relative density ratio, r-y(x) = p(x)/qy(x), stays upper

bounded by g. This boundedness improves the rate of numerical convergence when

estimating the divergence [18].

We estimate the divergence using the Relative unconstrained Least-Squares Im-

2 The notation in [18] refers to this quantity as the a-relative density. However, in this dissertation,
we refer to it as the -- relative density to avoid the ambiguity with the a LDA hyperparameter.
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portance Fitting (RuLSIF) direct estimation procedure presented in [18]. RuLSIF

is an extension of direct divergence-estimation procedures such as the KLIEP for

estimating KL divergence [34] and unconstrained Least-Squares Importance Fitting

(uLSIF) for estimating the Pearson divergence [35]. These direct estimation proce-

dures estimate the divergence measure between two data samples directly from the

data without the need to parametrically estimate the two distributions p(x) and p'(x).

This is quicker to compute and more accurate in estimating divergences than estimat-

ing the distributions separately [34, 35, 18]. We choose RuLSIF in particular because

it has a better convergence rate compared to uLSIF and KLIEP [18].

The RuLSIF procedure for estimating the RP divergence between two distributions-

P, P'-given empirical samples from each [18], is given below.

Consider two sets of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples X, X'

drawn from P and P', denoted as:

X = {xi} P,

X'= {x}1 P',

where n, and n' are the respective number of draws in each sample.

The Relative Pearson divergence (3.3) can be written in terms of the -y-relative

density ratio, ry(x):

1
DRP(P|P') = Eq(x)[(ry(x) - 1)2

1 [J(r,(x)2 - 2r, (x) + 1)q ,(x)dx

I ry(x)p(x)dx - 2 (ry +1)qy(x)dx

1 1
w Exe ( [rfY (X)d -

where Ep(x )[f (x)] denotes the expectation of f (x) over p(x). Using the empirical
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sample average to estimate the expectation yields:

DRP (P I')
1 " 1

Ty (xj) - . (3.5)

The 7--relative density ratio, r.(x), is estimated with a kernel model, g(x; ), with

Gaussian kernel basis functions, K(x, xl), given as:

n

g(x; ) := 'jK(x, xj),

I x - x' 112
K(x, x') = exp ( o- 2

where is an n-dimensional vector of parameters to be inferred from the data, T

denotes the transpose operator, and - > 0 is the kernel width parameter.

The parameter vector is chosen to minimize the expected squared error J( )

between g(x; ), r7 (x):

J( ) :=E ( (X;)- rY (X))2]

= Ep(x) [g(X; )2 + 2 IE(x) [g(x; )2

+Ep(x) [g(x;+)] Constant.

This problem is posed as an L2-regularized least squares problem of the form:

:=argmin 1- -IT T
ERn 2L

(3.6)

where H is an n x n matrix with the element (1, ') given by (3.7), I is an n-dimensional
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vector with element I given by (3.8), and y > 0 is a regularization parameter:

HI 11 :=- K(xi, xl)K(xi, xi,) (3.7)=1

+ 1 ZK(xj,x)K(x',xjt)
j=1

in

h E :=-ZK(xi, x) (3.8)

The L2-regularized least squares problem in (3.6) admits an analytic solution of the

form:

= (H +00)-1 h

where I is the n x n identity matrix. Thus, the estimator for the 'y-relative density ra-

tio r.(x) is given by (3.9). Plugging (3.9) into (3.5) yields our estimator, DRP(X, X'),

for the Relative Pearson divergence (3.10):

n
-r (x) := g(x; ) = JZK(x,xi) (3.9)

1=1

DRP (X, X') := (Xi) - (3.10)

The kernel width, -, and regularization parameter, q, are selected as those that

minimize the leave-one-out cross-validation error.

Relative Pearson Divergence Anomaly Score

We construct an anomaly score for a test sample X, and set of reference samples

X based on the Relative Pearson divergence. We refer to this anomaly score as

the Relative Pearson Divergence Anomaly Score (RPDAS). It is computed as the

average symmetrized RP divergence between the test sample and each of the reference
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samples, given as:

RPDAS(XS,X) := DP (X, X7), (3.11)
Win 0:=:J

where DP (X,X,) is the symmetrized, RuLSIF-estimated RP divergence between

the test sample X, and reference sample X,. The RPDAS is bounded on the same

range as the RP divergence: [0, 1/7].

A sample X, is flagged as a detection event if the RPDAS of that sample exceeds

an alert threshold r. An anomaly detection event for sample X, is considered a

true positive detection if there is a true anomaly event during the time period T.

False positives correspond to detection events without a corresponding true anomaly

event, and false negatives correspond to true anomaly events without a detection

event. By varying the threshold T E [0, 1/-y], we can adjust the sensitivity of the

anomaly detection process. In this way, we compute a Precision-Recall (PR) curve

[24] to evaluate performance. We use both the area under the PR curve (PR AUC),

as well as the configuration with the best F1 score as performance metrics. The PR

AUC evaluates the overall performance of the anomaly detector (with 1 being the best

possible PR AUC score), while the best F1 score indicates the best-case performance

corresponding to an optimally-calibrated detector [24].

Empirical Validation

We now validate our approach to detecting notable events via anomaly detection

on topic signals. We consider the process of traffic congestion, as measured by the

"Traffic congestion" topic signal. We focus on the data from camera 1508-1, which

was the only camera in the dataset with no changes in camera angle or perspective. In

addition, its location in an underpass protects it from atmospheric interference and

obstruction. These properties help ensure that any variations in traffic congestion

that we detect reflect the actual changes in in the process, and not caused by outside

factors.

We detect days with anomalous distributions of data points and subsequences
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in the topic signal congestion using the RPDAS, and compare these detection

events with known anomaly events which we expect to significantly affect traffic con-

gestion. These anomaly events are the "holiday/special event" and "snow" columns

of Table 2.1. We do not consider the rain-only events, as we believe they were less

likely to cause disruptions to traffic compared to snowfall, holidays, or special events.

In the validation analysis, we do not observe that the detector process is sensitive to

rain-only events. To match the daily temporal granularity of the anomaly event data

in Table 2.1, the test samples are partitioned as 24-hour-long windows.

Data from phase I is used as the reference dataset X. The reference data spans

November 6thNovember 1 2 th, 2017, contained no significant weather events or holi-

days, and was also partitioned as 24-hour-long windows.

The daily RPDAS is computed for E)8ai "estio" with -y = 10-3 for the -

relative density parameter, and for various subsequence window lengths k E { 1, 2,4,8}.

The threshold T was varied from zero to 1/-y to construct Precision-Recall curves.

The PR curves for all configurations of (k,T) are presented in Fig. 3-3a. The baseline

performance of a null classifier (i.e. guessing uniformly at random) is indicated with

the red horizontal line, which has a corresponding PR AUC of 0.14.

Fig. 3-4 shows the daily RPDAS for the configuration with the best F1 score

(k = 2, T* = 21). We see that it performs reasonably well: it has one missed detection

of New Year's Day, and two false positives: one the weekend before Christmas, and

one right after the bomb cyclone storm.

For comparison, we also computed the PR curves for a number of individual label

signals which we expected might capture the traffic congestion process, including

"car," "vehicle,"1 "traffic," and "traffic congestion" from both LS1 and LS2. Figures 3-

3b-3-3e displays the PR curves for each label (for brevity, we only show the better

performing label between LS1 and LS2). We found that no individual label signal

achieved comparable performance in anomaly detection in PR AUC or best F1 score.

Furthermore, in cases such as in Fig. 3-3c and 3-3c, anomaly detection on the label

signals performs worse than the null classifier.

The fact that the topic signal outperforms any individual label signal in the val-
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Figure 3-3: Precision-recall curves for anomalous traffic detection for various signals
and subsequence window lengths k. The black circle indicates highest F1 score in
each column; the horizontal red line indicates performance of null predictor. Fig. (a)
shows the results using the LDA "Traffic congestion" topic signal, whereas Figs. (b)-
(e) show the results using a number of selected label signals.

idation tasks demonstrates that the performance of the topic signal is not simply

due to the performance of its component label signals. Instead, topics capture addi-

tional information in combinations and distributions of labels that isn't captured by

individual labels.

3.3 Part I Discussion

In this part, we introduced the BFCC dataset, labeled with semantic feature labels;

the BoLW semantic feature vector model; the use of the LDA topic model for ex-

tracting semantic topic signals; applications of the BoLW representation for image

retrieval; and signal processing-style analyses of topic and label signals for notable

event detection.
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Figure 3-4: Anomalous traffic detection results for Camera 1508-1. The figure renders
the daily anomaly score as a blue line; the alert threshold T* is depicted as the
horizontal dashed line; anomaly events are denoted with a red "x", and alerts are

denoted with a blue "o".

The main contributions of this part are in demonstrating the utility of using se-

mantic features from common implementations of image labeling software for machine

learning and signal processing applications. The semantic representations provide a

significantly reduced-dimension representation of complex visual elements and phe-

nomena, such as traffic and weather, as a conventional time series. This allows for

footage to be reviewed at a much larger scale than what its currently possible with

human observation.

Notably, the semantic representations are significantly compressed compared to

the original images. This can be beneficial for longitudinal analyses, since the seman-

tic representation requires much less space to store and less computation to analyze.

Our work demonstrates that even using only semantic information, we can identify

the onset of traffic and weather disruptions.

Furthermore, semantic representations provides additional privacy-related bene-

fits, since the semantic representations are less likely to capture personally identifying

information. On the other hand, this compression and lossiness of information may be
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a trade-off in applications that require precision, such as in robotics and autonomous

vehicles. Thus, we believe that semantic representations are not a replacement for

other representations and sensors, but instead a complement. Indeed, we believe that

there is a promising avenue of future work in fusing semantic features with other

sensing modalities, such as visual and multispectral imagery, as well as other traffic

infrastructure sensors such as loop detectors and radar.
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Part II

Bayesian Congestion Games
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Part II of this dissertation considers game theoretic models of routing decisions

where travelers have heterogeneous information about the state of a disruption-prone

network. Game theoretic models, particularly congestion games, provide an ana-

lytical framework for predicting the behavior of travelers in a congested network,

where the cost of traversing a link increases with the number of travelers using that

link. The availability of information about traffic conditions creates a feedback loop

which affects the decisions of travelers, which should be considered when modeling

route choices. Figure 3-5 illustrates how the content of Part II relates to information

feedback loop. In particular, we examine the effects of information access, accuracy,

and subjective perception of others' information on the equilibrium route choices of

travelers.

Traveler Transportation

- inoErma o -- - -- a DNetw ork

Traveler

PART 1o Nominal Abnormal
Effects of Belwfs ahut odler state state

Information

Traveler

PART I
- --- eterogeneous Informatio -- ---........---.... Visual Detecton

Conditions
-Watarnuni jnu Infnnnn i

Figure 3-5: Part II addresses game theoretic models of traveler route decisions with
incomplete information and potentially subjective beliefs.

The need to consider information as well as the perception of others' information

is illustrated with the following thought experiment. Consider the decision between

taking two similar-length routes to a destination. If a traveler has no information

about the state of each route, then they may be indifferent between either route. But

if the traveler learns that there is an accident on the first route, then they may be

more inclined to take the second route. Yet, the decision to take the second route

also depends on what information they believe other travelers have received. If they

believe that they are the only traveler with the information about the accident, then
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they are likely to take the second route. On the other hand, if they believe that every

other traveler also knows that information, then they are less likely to take the second

route, due to the additional congestion that would be caused by the other travelers

who choose to switch to the second route. Thus, both the information about the

accident, as well as the perception of others' information about the accident need to

be taken into account when modeling the route choices of all travelers.

While travelers could have many possible beliefs about the information of other

travelers, there is only one "true" information distribution. The conventional Bayesian

Game formulations assume that all players' beliefs are consistent with this true in-

formation distribution (the common prior assumption). Yet, it is not a stretch to

imagine that travelers may not accurately know about the information that other

travelers have. Thus, we present a formulation and solutions of Subjective Bayesian

Congestion Games which relaxes the common prior assumption to allow for a broader

set of traveler beliefs.

Traditional, complete information congestion games have been thoroughly studied

[101, 42, 52, 40], and have been used to provide bounds on the inefficiency of user

equilibrium versus the social optimum route flows (the so-called "price of anarchy")

[53]. However, the conventional formulations do not account for stochasticity in the

state of the network, such as the presence and location of traffic incidents. Further-

more, different travelers may have different information about the network state, as

well as about other travelers. We present Bayesian extensions to the congestion game

framework which accounts for stochastic cost functions as well as heterogeneous, in-

complete information about the state of the network and other travelers' information.

Chapter 4 presents the formulations of the Objective and Subjective Bayesian

Congestion Game. The Objective BCG adopts the conventional common prior as-

sumption. The common prior assumption requires that the beliefs of travelers be

consistent with the true probabilities used by "Nature." The Objective BCG is a

natural extension of congestion games to an incomplete information context. In addi-

tion, the adoption of the common prior allows it to be easily solved as the solution of

a convex optimization problem. This provides a theoretical basis and starting point
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for investigating the effects of information distribution and accuracy (with regards to

the state of the network) on the equilibrium route choices of travelers.

The Subjective BCG presented in this dissertation accommodates beliefs that are

not derived from the common prior-allowing for the modeling of a broader range

of beliefs with regards to other travelers' information. Our formulation assumes a

bounded rationality view of subjective beliefs: that travelers have a misperceived

belief of the information available to other travelers, but behave rationally conditioned

on that belief. This is distinct from the approach of SUE models, which capture all

irrationality as a random variable of unexplained preferences.

Chapter 5 presents the equilibrium results of the Objective and Subjective BCGs.

The Bayesian Wardrop Equilibrium is used as the solution concept for both for-

mulations. We provide the equilibrium route flows, and characterize the effects of

subjectivity on the equilibrium route choices and costs. We show that there exists

three distinct classes of Subjective BCG equilibrium, which are neatly characterized

by a "misperception factor." One of these equilibrium classes is shown to be equiv-

alent to the solution of the conventional Objective BCG. We examine the effect of

each of the parameters-incident probability, the fraction of travelers with informa-

tion, and perceived accuracy of information-on each individual population's costs,

as well as the average cost of all travelers. We note that the subjective perception

of other travelers' information has a significant effect resulting in qualitatively dis-

tinct equilibrium structure, as well as distinctly different individual and social costs

in equilibrium compared to the conventional objective case.

Whereas the Objective BCG can be solved as a convex optimization problem, the

Subjective BCG cannot be solved in the same way. However, the Bayesian Wardrop

Equilibrium conditions can also be written as a (potentially infinite) set of variational

inequalities. Yet, we demonstrate that the equilibrium conditions for the Subjective

BCG can be written as a finite number of variational inequalities. The equilibrium

can then be found as the solution of a non-convex optimization problem, using the

Objective BCG as an initial guess.

This work is based off the published and submitted papers in [102, 103]. Comple-
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mentary work focusing on the Objective BCG was also done by collaborators Wu et

al. in [104]. We also note that the notation in this part is independent of the notation

from Part I.
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Chapter 4

Bayesian Congestion Game

Formulations

In this chapter, we formulate two flavors of the BCG: Objective and Subjective.

We present in Sec. 4.3 the Objective BCG: a Bayesian extension of the complete

information congestion game into an incomplete information context and adopts the

conventional common prior assumption. This game is called "objective" because the

beliefs of the travelers are consistent with the "true" probability distribution used

by the fictitious player Nature to instantiate the game and signals. The Subjective

BCG, presented in Sec. 4.4, is a more general formulation which relaxes the common

prior assumption and allows for beliefs that are not consistent with the distribution

used by Nature.

Both formulations utilize the same environment, presented in Sec. 4.1. Sec. 4.2

provides the information structure and beliefs of the travelers; and Sec. 4.3 provides

the formal formulation, as well as solution concept. The analysis of equilibrium is

presented jointly with the analysis of the Subjective BCG in the following chapter.

4.1 Incident-Prone Network

Consider a traffic network with a single origin-destination pair connected by 2 parallel

routes. Define the set of routes as R = {ri,r2}. There is a fixed demand D of
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nonatomic travelers who make route-choice decisions on the network. Travelers incur

a cost that depends on the aggregate load on their chosen route, as well as the "state

of the network". The network state is a random variable, s, which models random

disruptions, such as traffic accidents, that may occur on the network.

In this dissertation, we restrict our attention to a particular configuration of net-

work states: we assume that only route ri is prone to random incidents, and if there

is an incident on route ri, the travel time cost of ri is higher than that in the normal

(i.e. non-incident) state with the same aggregate load of travelers on that route. The

cost function of route r2 is not affected by the state. The random state of the network,

denoted s, is defined as:

A a if there is an incident on ri (abnormal state)
s = (4.1)

n if there is no incident on ri (normal state).

The set of states is S= {a, n}. The realization of the state s is drawn by a fictitious

player-"Nature"-according to an exogenous and fixed prior distribution, denoted

9. The state distribution 9 follows a Bernoulli distribution, with probability of an

incident on route ri 0(a) = p, and complementarily, the probability of no incident

9(n) = 1 - p. Once the state is realized, it is fixed throughout the game.

We consider route cost functions where the travel time is an affine function of the

load. The slope of route ri is state-dependent; we denote the slope of ri in state a

(resp. n) as a4 (resp. an). The slope of route r2, denoted a2, as well as the free flow

travel time of each route, denoted 3r, is not dependent on the state. The route cost

functions are thus given by:

ca(li)= { 4i+13, if s =a

a, i1- + 1 if s = n, (4.2)

C2(12) = 2 -12+/32.

where 1r is the aggregate load on route r.

Additionally, we assume that the congestion level of route ri is higher than that
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of r2 when there is an accident, but lower when the state is normal, i.e. aa > a2 > a'.

The free flow travel time of ri is less than that of r2, i.e. 01 < 2. The network and

the cost functions are illustrated in Figure 4-1.

o ri

r2

Figure 4-1: Network diagram

1?

Aggregate Load, 1,

and route cost functions

4.2 Information and Beliefs

Travelers are divided into two populations: population H ("'Higher accuracy") and

population L ("Lower accuracy"). The fraction of travelers in population H and L

are respectively denoted as )P and AL, where AL _ H

A
Each population i E I = {H, L} receives private information of the state, denoted

t' E T' A {a, n}. Additionally, we assume that tH and tL are independent with each

other, conditional on state s:

Pr(tHtLjs)=Pr(tS).Pr(tLjS), VtH ETH, VtL E TL, VS eS. (4.3)

The accuracies of each player's type signals are given by the parameters 31, respec-

tively

Pr(tH = SIS) = 6 H Pr(tH Ss) = H,

Pr(tL=SS)L6L, Pr(tL=SIS)=1_ 6 L

VsES,

VS ES.

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

Importantly, each population i knows the prior distribution of the state 0, the

accuracy of their own information Pr(tIs) as in (4.4), and may or may not know
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the accuracy of the other population's information, Pr(t-'Is). In the Objective BCG,

formulated in Sec. 4.3 the common prior assumption assumes that Pr(tz|s) is public

knowledge. In Sec. 4.4, we provide the formulation for the case where Pr(t-'Is) is not

public knowledge, and instead each population has their own belief Pr (t" s).

Based on the knowledge of the prior, one's own information accuracy, and the

accuracy of the other population's information, each population forms a belief about

the state s and the opponent's information t-' given their own information t, denoted

as p'(s,tflt), which can be written as follows:

Pr'(s, Vi, t-i) 0(s)Pr'(ti, t-iJs)
Y (st|It P(i) P(t) , Vs c s, Vt' c T', Vt- E T,' Vi C 1,

(4.5)

where Pr(tP) = EsOS (s)Pr(tfls) is the marginal probability of t. Since t and t-

are independent, conditioned on the state s, and each population knows their own

information accuracy, we can simplify (4.5) to:

s- (s)Pr(tts) - Pr(t-'Js), Vs E s, Vt C T, Vt- E TZ, Vi E I
Pr(ti)

(4.6)

in the Objective BCG, and

0(s)Pr(t'Is)
j (s, t-Ilt) = r Prz(t-'Is), Vs E s, Vt" E T", Vt- E T , Vi E I

Pr(ti)
(4.7)

for the Subjective BCG. From (4.7), we can see that the belief Pi1(s, t-'It') is comprised

of two parts: (1) The posterior distribution of the state Pr(sltP), which depends on

their own information accuracy; (2) The belief of the other population's conditional

type distribution: Pr(t--Is) in the objective case, and Pr'(t-"s) in the subjective.

Note that the Objective BCG is an edge case of Subjective BCG, where Pri(tiIs) =

Pr(tOls).
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4.3 Game Formulation and Equilibrium Concept

In the framework of Bayesian games (see [73] and [50]), the notion of "type" encodes

the private information available to each population. In our model, the type of

population i is the private information t. The type set is T. The belief of the state

s E S and the opponent's type t- E T- is it(s, t-I t') as in (4.7).

A strategy of population i E I is an RI-dimensional vector function of their type,

denoted as qi(t) = (qi(ti))rcR,ti Ei, where qg(t') is the demand assigned by population

i to the route r when their type is t. We say that the strategy q' is feasible if and

only if it satisfies:

Z q (t) = AZD, VtE T, Vi E {H, L}, (4.8a)
rER

q (tz) > 0 Vr E R, Vt E T , Vi E {H,L}, (4.8b)

which correspond to the requirements that all demand be routed on the network

(4.8a), and that the demand on each route be non-negative (4.8b).

We denote the set of feasible strategies for population i as Qi, and denote a feasible

strategy profile of all players by q = (qH L) e q QL. The aggregate load on route

r that is induced by strategy profile (qH, qL) is denoted as:

r(tH L) HH L(tL), Vr E R, VtH C TH, VtL E TL. (4.9)

We are now ready to formally define the Bayesian congestion game F:

IF = (I, S, T, Q, C, /-),1 (4.10)

where:

I= {H, L}: Set of populations with generic member i E I

S= {a, n}: Finite set of network states with element s E S

T = (TZ)iEI: Set of player types, with population i's type t E T
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Q = (Q)CI: Set of feasible strategy profiles, q = (qH, qL) E Q

C={rC(-)}rER,sES: Set of state-dependent route cost functions, with c' as defined

in (4.2)

P= (P ) .: Set of beliefs, where /i = (Pi (st-iti)) StET-tETi as defined in

(4.7);

The common (public) knowledge of the game includes: the total demand D; the

parameter )P describing the relative population sizes; the set of routes R and the

corresponding route cost functions {c8}ses,rER; the set of network states S and its

prior distribution O(s), and the type spaces (Ti ) E. In addition, for the objective

formulation in this chapter, players also know the opponent populations' conditional

type distribution Pr(t-Is). In the Subjective BCG formulation of the next chapter,

this is not common knowledge.

Given a feasible strategy profile, q E Q, the expected cost of route r based on the

belief of population i given their type t' can be written as

Ep[cr(q) t] = p p (s, t )c8 (q (t')+qr7(t-)), Vr E R, t' G T', i E I.
sESt-'ET-i

(4.11)

We use the Bayesian Wardrop Equilibrium as the solution concept, which is de-

fined as follows:

Definition 1. Bayesian Wardrop Equilibrium (BWE)

The feasible strategy profile q* is a (B WE), if for any i E I and any t' E T

q *(ti) > 0, -> E[cr(q*)|ti] < Eh 1[cri(q*)fti], Vr E R. (4.12)

In a BWE, for each population type t', the expected cost as in (4.11) along any

route taken by its travelers must be less than or equal to the expected cost of any of

the other routes. Thus, any individual traveler in any population has no incentive to
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deviate based on their belief when all travelers make route choices according to the

equilibrium strategy.

The Objective BCG can be shown to be a convex, weighted potential game, where

the equilibrium solution is found at the extremum of a weighted potential function

[104]. This potential function can be easily solved analytically. In addition, due to

the convexity of the weighted potential function, solutions can be found iteratively

via gradient-descending including best-response dynamics methods such as fictitious

play [105, 106].

4.4 Subjective Bayesian Congestion Game Formu-

lation

In the Objective BCG, we adopted the common prior assumption, and as a result, the

conditional type distribution of the other population's signal, Pr(t- s), was common

knowledge. As we have previously mentioned, this assumption is restrictive, since

it assumes that populations correctly know the accuracy of the other populations

information. This is unrealistic in many scenarios; for example, if we are trying to

model a population of travelers who are entirely unaware of the existence of traveler

information services, it does not make sense for them to know the accuracy of an

information service they do not know exists. We contend that the common prior

assumption that everyone knows the accuracy of everyone else's information is a very

special case, and should only be used to model situations where there is plausible

justification of such common knowledge. Instead, we believe that most real-world

scenarios will incorporate some level of subjectivity, due to human limitations of

knowledge, biases, and misconceptions.

We thus explore relaxing the common prior assumption by allowing populations

to have inaccurate subjective beliefs of the opponent's information accuracy (also re-

ferred to as their perceived accuracy of their opponent's information). The Subjective

BCG formulation is otherwise identical to the Objective BCG with one distinct dif-
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ference: the conditional type distribution term is replaced with a subjective belief of

the conditional type distribution, Pr'(t-' s), for each player population.

4.4.1 Perceived Accuracy and Subjective Beliefs

To specifically explore the effect of subjective perceived accuracy, we consider a styl-

ized case where population H receives perfectly accurate information about the state,

and Population L receives no information, i.e.

Pr(tH = SIS) = 1, Pr(tH 7 sIs) = 0, Vs E S, (4.13a)

Pr(tL = sfs) = 0.5, Pr(tL / sIs) = 0.5, Vs E S. (4.13b)

We denote population L's perceived accuracy of tH as T/H, and population H's sub-

jective belief of the accuracy of tL as qL. For each population i, r E [0.5,1]. This

parameter quantifies the belief of population -i on how much information does pop-

ulation i has. If rTi = 0.5 (resp. rli = 1), then population -i believes that population

i receives no information (resp. receives complete information) of the state.

Analogous to (4.13), we can write population i's perception on the other popula-

tion's conditional information distribution, denoted Pr (t--Is), as follows:.

PrL(tH =SS)=qH PrL(tH # s s) = 1 - H, Vs E S, (4.14a)

PrH(tL =S1S)= L, PrH(tL # S1S)=1 ,L, Vs E S. (4.14b)

Indeed, the case that each population correctly knows the opponent's information

accuracy is a special case in our model, i.e. rH = 1 and TL = 0.5. We refer to this case

as the objective belief case, as the belief of the conditional information distribution

in (4.14) is identical to the true distribution in (4.4).

The subjective variant of the belief given in (4.5) with the perceived accuracies is
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given as

0 (s) Pr (tI S)
Z(s t-t) = -Pr(t) Pr2(t-'Is), Vs E s, Vt' C T, Vt- E T , Vi E I.

= Pr(t )
(4.15)

From equations (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), we calculate the expressions for Ai(s, t Iti)

for this stylized configuration of the game in Table 4.1.

s=a s=n

tL=a ?1L 0

tL=n 1 - 2 L 0_

(a)H (StL ItH=a)

s=a

s=a s=n

tL=a 0 1- 77L

tL L

(b) pH(StLLtH n)

s=n

H - a L tIjH )- p (I _ 7H)

tH = n Al _ n/H) (I _ p),qH

(C) L S'L H -=a)= - pL ~L H ._n

Table 4.1: Belief distributions of each population

For comparison, the beliefs of the objective case are also given for the stylized

case. To distinguish the objective case from the general subjective belief structure,

we denote )7'(s, t-lt) as the objective belief. By inserting 71H = l and 7L = 0.5 into

the expressions in Table 4.1, pi(s,talt') can be simplified as follows:

-H LItH) - 0.5,

0 ,

-L HtL) - ()

0,

if s=H

if 8 -tH,O.w.I

VtL E TLI H CTHI

VtL C TL H c TH

These expressions will be used to derive the equilibrium route choices when we solve

the game in the following section.
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Chapter 5

Equilibrium Analysis

This chapter presents the equilibrium route choices and costs for the Subjective BCG

formulation discussed in the previous chapter. Recall that the Objective BCG is a

special case of the Subjective BCG, and thus the solution to that game is contained

within the analysis of the Subjective BCG.

We first present the route choices in Sec. 5.1, and provide analytic expressions for

the Bayesian Wardrop Equilibrium route choices for each population and type. We

characterize the equilibrium route choices with respect to the fraction of informed

population, perceived accuracies, and probability of incident. The solutions are di-

vided in three classes of solutions, based on the probability of incident and a "mis-

perception factor" which characterizes the effect of subjectivity. The solution for one

of the classes (dubbed "Class 0") is identical to the solution to the Objective BCG.

Within each class, there are a number of qualitatively distinct regimes depending on

the fraction of informed population and the perceived accuracy.

In Sec. 5.2, we present an analysis of the costs for each equilibrium class and

regime. We study how the costs for each population and all travelers on average

are affected by each of the parameters to characterize the value of information. We

demonstrate that there is a diminishing value of information to those receiving ac-

curate information as more travelers gain access to information, eventually reaching

zero. We also demonstrate that the perception of information accuracy has a signifi-

cant effect on equilibrium costs, and under certain conditions of incident probability
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and fraction of travelers with information, it is beneficial for those with access to

accurate information to pretend that the information they have is less accurate than

it actually is; yet, for other configurations, it is beneficial to be honest about the

accuracy of their information.

Finally, in Sec. 5.3, we show that the Subjective BCG can be solved in general

as a finite set of variational inequalities. This provides a solution method for the

Subjective BCG, which, unlike the Objective BCG, does not admit a convex, weighted

potential function. The variational inequality optimization problem is nonlinear and

nonconvex, but the constraints are quadratic, and we were able to solve the game with

different information structures using a Sequential Quadratic Programming nonlinear

solver.

5.1 Equilibrium Route Choices

In this section, we analyze how the qualitative properties of equilibrium change with

the probability of incident p, fraction of informed population A, and the perceived
H Laccuracies q H L

If in equilibrium, all travelers take the same route, then changing the population

fraction /V does not change the equilibrium outcome. Therefore, to avoid triviality,

we will assume that the total demand is sufficiently large that the cost of placing all

of the demand on the first route in the normal state is costlier than the free-flow cost

of the second route, i.e.:

/32 - 1D> . (5.1)

Hence, there is no equilibrium where all the demand is routed on the same route.

We first present some preliminary results that are useful for our subsequent anal-

ysis in Sec. 5.1.1, and then provide complete equilibrium characterization in Sec.

5.1.2.
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5.1.1 Preliminary results

We first show that the type tL does not impact population L's strategy. As a conse-

quence, the perceived accuracy of population L's information has no impact on the

equilibrium.

Lemma 1. The equilibrium strategy of population L is independent of the type, i.e.

qL*(a) = qL*(n). Additionally, the equilibrium strategy profile (qH*, qL*) does not

change with yL

The intuition of this result is that since the beliefs pL(, tH tL) are identical for

both tL E {a,n} (Table 4.1), the expected cost of each route is independent of the

type. Therefore, the equilibrium strategy of population L as defined in Definition 1 is

also independent of the type. Consequently, population H's perception on population

L's accuracy does not change the equilibrium strategies. We can thus drop rOL from

our further analysis. Additionally, we simplify our notation by defining qHa* I qH* (a),

qHn* _ qH*(n), and qL* A qL*(a) = qL*(n). We denote the aggregate flow on route r

as la* (resp. i1*) when the state is a (resp. n).

Each population, given the information it receives, can either assign all its demand

on ri (i.e. q'(t') = AVD), splits on both routes (i.e. qz(t?) E (0, A"D)), or on r2 (i.e.

q'(t') = 0). Thus, there are in total 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 possible cases for the equilibrium

strategy profile q* = (qHa* qHn* qL*).

The following proposition provides three properties that equilibrium strategies

must satisfy. These properties help us rule out some cases that cannot be equilibrium.

Proposition 1. Any equilibrium strategy profile must satisfy the following properties:

(i) If q lf* = IVD, then qL* < (1 - ) ')D. If qHa* = 0, then qf* > 0.

(ii) q1a Hn1

(iii) qHa* <)IVD, and qHn* > 0.

Among all 27 cases, only 8 cases satisfy properties (i) - (iii), see Table 5.1. We

now provide interpretation and intuition for each property:
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(i) This property excludes the case that all travelers exclusively takes one route in

equilibrium as the demand satisfies (5.1).

(ii) This property ensures that the amount of travelers in population H who choose

r1 in state a is no higher than that in state n. Assume for the sake of contra-

diction that more travelers in population H take r1 in state a than that in state

n. Then the cost of r1 in state a must be strictly higher than that in state n.

This cannot be an equilibrium since travelers will deviate to take r2 in state a.

(iii) This property excludes the case that population H takes rl exclusively in state

a, and r2 in state n. The intuition is that if Ha takes ri exclusively, then by

comparing the expected costs of both routes based on the beliefs of Hn and L,

we can show that both Hn and L will take r1 exclusively. This is a contradiction

since when D satisfies (5.1), travelers will not only take one routes in equilibrium.

Analogously, if Hn takes r2 exclusively, then we can show that all travelers must

take r2 exclusively, which cannot be in equilibrium.

Hn Hn Hn
ri split r2 I ri I splitj r2 ri split

Ha
ri (i) (I) (ii)

split (M V/ (ii)
ri (iii) () (ii) Ha

Ha split / v/ (ii) Ha

r2 (i) V/ T(iii) r2 / 1 (iii) r2 (i) (i) (iii)
(a) L takes r1 (b) L splits (c) L takes r2

Table 5.1: Equilibrium Strategy profiles in Bayesian routing game. Possible cases are
marked with a check. Non-equilibrium cases are marked with the violated property.

5.1.2 Equilibrium Characterization

Before presenting the equilibrium characterization, we first introduce the following

key quantities that are used throughout our analysis:

N
K=a2D+3 2 -,31, A=a'+a 2, N=a n+a 2, p= N p=pA-(1-p)N.

A+N(

(5.2)
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We now interpret these quantities: The value of K is the cost difference between r2 and

ri when all the travelers take r2 . Since /2 > 01, K > 0. If all travelers are informed

(i.e. /\ = 1) and the state is a, then the costs of two routes must be identical in

equilibrium, i.e. ca(la*) = c2(D - la*). The equilibrium flow on ri is-. Analogously,

in state n, the equilibrium route flow on ri is ;. Therefore, we can view A (resp. N)

as the network congestion level when the state is a (resp. n). In complete information

game, the equilibrium route flow on ri increases in the cost difference between r2 and

ri (i.e. K), and decreases in the network congestion level. Since the congestion level

in state a is higher than that in state n (i.e. A > N), the demand on route ri in state

a is less than that in state n.

Additionally, pA (resp. (1 - p)N) is the network congestion level A (resp. N)

weighted by the probability of the state a (resp. n). The value p is the difference

of the weighted network congestion level between state a and n, and the threshold

probability j3 is the probability of state a such that the weighted network congestion

level is the same in two states. We can check that j < 0.5, and f decreases as the

difference between the slopes of r1 in the two states (i.e. aa - an) increases. The

value p is positive, zero, or negative, depending on whether p is higher, equal or lower

than the threshold f:

> 0 if p > ,

P A pA - N(1-P) =0 if p=f, (5.3)

< 0 if p < f.

We say (1 - 7H) is the perception bias, and (I - qH) p is the misperception factor

with the scaler p. The misperception factor is 0 if either rIH = 1 (i.e. objective

belief case) or p = 0 (i.e. the scaler is 0 when p = f). From (5.3), we know that the

misperception factor is positive if p > f, and negative if p < j.

We are now in the position to introduce the equilibrium regimes. Each regime

corresponds to a range of /,I such that the qualitative properties of equilibrium (i.e.,

the routes taken by travelers in each population) do not change in the interior of each
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regime.

It turns out that for a given P, the qualitative properties of the equilibrium

strategies can be different depending on whether the misperception factor p(l - H)

is positive, zero or negative. Therefore, we define three classes of regimes: Class I

regimes (p(l - 77H) > 0), Class II regimes (p(1 - ,/H) < 0), and Class 0 ("Effectively

objective class" p(1 - qH) = 0):

- Class I regimes (p(l -rH) > 0): Four equilibrium regimes are #1: A E [0, A'),

02: V E (A', A 2 ), q 3 : E [A2 , A3 ), and #4 : P E (A 3 , 1). The thresholds A' - A3

are in (5.4a).

- Class II regimes (p(l -rfH) <0): Four equilibrium regimes are 41: P E (0,A,),

#2: )P E [Ai, A2 ), q3: A E [A2 , A3 ), and 04: A" E (A 3 , 1). The thresholds A1 - A3

are in (5.4b).

- Class 0 regimes (p(1 - 7H) = 0): Two equilibrium regimes are qi: IV E (0, A),

q2: ) E [A, 1). The threshold A is in (5.4c).

A K (1-p)(A-N) 2 K 1 (1-p)(A-N) 3 K
AD (1 - p)N+ p(1 --qH)' A AD (1 -p)N+p( -IH) ' ND'

K p(A-N)
NDpA-p(1 -rH)'

X = I _1 .

(5.4a)

K K p(A-N) A K
ND NDpA-p(1- yH)' AD

(5.4b)

(5.4c)

Lemma 2 presents the properties of the regime thresholds.

Lemma 2. If p(l - 1 ) > 0, then the thresholds of class I regimes satisfy 0 < A' <

A2 <A 3 < 1. If p( - 1H) < 0, then the thresholds of class II regimes satisfy 0 <

A1 < A 2 < A3 < 1. In class 0 regimes, the threshold satisfies 0 < A < 1. Additionally,
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as p(1 - ,q) goes to 0, the regime thresholds in (5.4a)

follows:

lim A'
p(1-77H)-40

lim
P(1_71H)--+

lim
p(l-_H)+o

(5.4b) can be simplified as

A 2 - A 3, lim A 2 = A 3 .
P(1_77H)-

That is, as the misperception factor p(l - 17H) goes to zero, regime # in class I

(resp. #1 in class II) is equivalent to the regime i in the equivalently objective class,

and regime #3 in class I (resp. 03 in class II) becomes empty. Regimes #2 and #4 in
class I (resp. #2 and #4 in class II) are merged to be regime #2 in class 0.

We illustrate how regime boundaries change with qH and )H in Figure 5-1. Unless

otherwise specified, the parameters for the cost functions of the two routes in our

numerical examples take the values given in Table 5.2.

Quality Symbol Value
r, slope, state n al 1
ri slope, state a ac 3

r2 slope a2 2
ri intercept #1 1
r2 intercept /32 1.2

Total demand D 1

Table 5.2: Parameter values for two route network example.
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Figure 5-1: (a) Regimes and boundaries with qH = 0.8. The horizontal line at p
divides Class I regimes (top) from Class II regimes (bottom); (b) Class I regimes with
p = 0.8; (c) Class II regimes with p = 0.2.

The next theorem presents the complete equilibrium characterization in each
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regime.

Theorem 1. Class I regimes (p(l - qH) > 0): equilibrium strategy profile is unique

in each regime.

Regime #1: A E (0, A').

q *(a) = 0, q,*(n) = PD,

* Regime #2: # E [A', A 2).

qI*(a) = A q * H*q, *(n) = D q* =A 2 D - VD.

* Regime 03: # E [A2 , A 3 ).

qH*(a) = K
1 A' q,*(n) = D,

* Regime #4: H E [A 3 , 1).

ql*(a) = A' qH* K
q1*(n) = K

Class II regimes (p(l - 7H) < 0): equilibrium strategy profile is unique in each regime.

e Regime q1: V E (0,A1). The equilibrium strategy profile (q* (a), q* (n),q*)

is identical to that in regime $1.

Regime 02: A) E [A1, A 2).

q, (a)=0,
K L*

q,*(n)= N ' q* (1-A 2 )D.

* Regime #3: IV E [A2 , A3 )-

q,*(a)= 0,
qH* K

q,*(n) = N q* = (1 - ) D.
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* Regime 04: V E [A 3 , 1).

H* -K -K L I-PDq,*(a)= (1-))D, qH*(n)= - (1- )D, q1*=(1-A N

Class 0 regimes (p(1 -rqH) - 0): equilibrium strategy profile is unique in regime

#1, but not in regime 02.

" Regime 1: AH E (0,A ). The unique equilibrium strategy profile is identical to

that in regime q 1, which can be simplified as follows:

H*H H L K -) D(1 -p)N
Hi (a) = 0, q, (n) = P D, q1 = .V~l-

pA+(1-p)N

" Regime q2: V E [A, 1). The set of equilibrium strategy profiles can be written

as:

qI*(a) = y, q* =D()K - -, (5.6)

where max{0, j -(1 - )V)D} < -y < min{L, )VD - AD}.

We now discuss the qualitative properties of equilibrium strategy profile in each

regime.

First, we emphasize that although the equilibrium strategy profile is not unique

in regime /2 of Class 0, it is essentially unique in that the aggregate equilibrium

flow on r1 is L in state a and K in state n. The equilibrium flow is identical to

that in regimes #4 of class I and #4 of class II. In this regime, the expected costs

of two routes are identical for both population H and L. We can check that for

any max{0, - (1- )f)D} < < min{E,)fD - AD}, the corresponding equilibrium

strategy in (5.6) is such that Ha, Hn and L all split on both routes.

Next, recall from Table 5.1 that there are only 8 cases that are possible in equi-

librium. Theorem 1 shows that in each regime, the equilibrium strategy profile falls

into one of the 8 cases, which is summarized in Table 5.3.
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01 02 13 04 01 12 03 04  q1 q2
Ha r2 split split split Ha r2 r2 r2  split Ha r2 split
Hn ri ri r1  split Hn ri split split split Hn ri split
L split split r2 r2  L split split r1  r1  L split split

(a) Class I regimes (b) Class II regimes (c) Class 0 regimes

Table 5.3: Equilibrium strategy profiles in Bayesian routing game.

In all three classes of regimes, as /H increases, the change of population H's strat-

egy is similar. When )H is small (i.e. in regimes #1, i and q1), population H

exclusively takes r2 in state a, and ri in state n. As )P increases, population H can

no longer take one route exclusively in both states due to the increasing congestion

externalities caused by travelers in the same population. Therefore, in each state,

population H starts to split on both routes when the population size AH is above a

certain threshold. Eventually, when the majority of travelers are informed (regimes

#4, 04, and 2), travelers in H split on both routes in both states.

The equilibrium strategies in the three classes of regimes are different from two

aspects. First, the thresholds of P beyond which population H starts to split on

both routes are different: In class I regimes, the threshold that Ha starts to splits on

both routes (A') is smaller than the threshold for Hn (A 3). Therefore, when )H is

relatively medium (/V E [A 1 , A 3 ]), H splits in state a, but takes rl exclusively in state

n; In class II regimes, the threshold for Ha (A 3 ) is higher than the threshold for Hn

(A 1 ). Therefore, when I is relatively medium (f E [A 1, A3]), H splits in state n, but

takes r2 exclusively in state a; In class 0 regimes, the thresholds for Ha and Hn are

the same (A). In both states, population H either takes one route exclusively or splits

on both routes.

Second, the perception bias (1 - rH) impacts population L's strategy differently

in the three classes of regimes. For anyTr H < 1, if the probability of state a is higher

than f, i.e. class I (resp. lower than ), i.e. class II), then the demand of travelers in

population L who take ri is lower (resp. higher) than that in the case of objective

belief (q H = 1) for any given I, and the difference is scaled by the absolute scaler

1pl. If p = j3 (i.e. class 0), then the equilibrium strategy is identical to the case with
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objective belief. Specifically, when P is high, population L exclusively takes r2 for

A > A2 in class I, takes ri for )H > A2 in class II, and splits on both routes for )H > A

in class 0.

The reason for these differences is that the misperception factor impacts popula-

tion L's expectation on the costs of two routes differently in the three classes. We

calculate the cost difference between the two routes in equilibrium for any state s and

any type of population H:

As (it H ) tH*) -C2 (D-l liH

c(l,*) - c2 (D - l*) = Ala* - K,

ci(l1*) - c2 (D - ly*) = AlY* - K,

cy(la*) - c2 (D - l*) = Nla* - K,

cy (ly*) - c2 (D - l*) = Nln* - K,

if s =a

if s = a

if s = n

if s = n

and tH - a,

and t1 = n,

and tH = a,

and t1 = n,

Recall from Proposition 1 qja* < qjf*, hence la* < in*. If 7H = 1 (the case of objective

beliefs), then the expected cost difference between the two routes is E[A8(1*)] =

pha(la*) + (1 -p)A" (l*). With perceived accuracy IH < 1, if population L believes

that population H receive the correct information of the state, then the expected cost

difference is identical to the case with objective belief. However, if the state is a but

population L believes that population H receives the the information n (s = a, tL = n),

then population L over-estimates the cost difference by A(ly* - l*) compared with

the case with objective belief (s = tL = a). If the state is n but population L believes

that population H receives the the information a (s = n, tL = a), then population L

under-estimates the cost of ri by N(ly* - la*). Recall population L's belief in Table

4.1c, we obtain:

Ej[s(l*)IL] -IEft[S(l*)|L] = p(l - ?HAj* -*) -(1_)(1 H)N(ly* - li*)

> 0, in Class I,

p(l i-H)(l *-li*) = 0, in Class 0, (5.

< 0, in Class II.

S)
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If the misperception factor p(l - TjH) is zero, then the expected costs difference be-

tween the two routes are identical to that in objective belief case because either

population L has objective belief (1 - qH = 0), or the over-estimation of cost differ-

ence in state a and the under-estimation in state n cancel out (p = 0). Therefore, we

say class 0 is effectively objective.

In class 0, if ) = 0, then the expected network congestion level for population L

is pA + (1 -p)N. Therefore, the demand in population L on r1 is K . As #pA+(l-p) N

increases in regime 51, H takes r2 in state a since ca(li*) - c2 (D - la*)= Ala* - K > 0

(i.e. la* > 4), and population H takes ri in state n since cy(ly*) - c 2 (D - ly*)

NlY* - K < 0 (i.e. ln* < 4). As )H increases, the demand in population L on r1

decreases with the rate (1-p ND Therefore, equilibrium flow l* also decreasesdeceaes it th rtepA 1-p)N11

with the same rate, and lY* increases in AH with the rate pA+( -p)N. We can check

that when )U reaches A, l* decreases to L, and ln* increases to :. Consequently, the

costs of the two routes are identical for population H in both states. Hence, Ha and

Hn both start to split at the threshold A. From (5.7), the expected cost difference

for population L becomes:

E,[S(l*)L] = N()( 1 - ,H)p, (5.9)
AN

which is zero in 4 2 . Therefore, population L also splits on both routes.

On the other hand, since the misperception factor p(l- 1 7H) > 0 in class I, the

over-estimation of the cost difference in state a is higher than the under-estimate of

that in state n, i.e. E,1 [A8 (l*)1L] > Ea[A'(l*)1L] as in (5.8). Hence, qf* decreases with

a faster rate with /V in regime # 1 than the rate in regime /1. As a consequence, ll*

decrease to 4 when )P = A, but l'* is still smaller than K until )P reaches a higher

threshold A 3 . For )P E [A',A 3], Ha starts to split, but Hn takes ri exclusively. The

demand of travelers in population L on route ri continues to decrease in )V (regime

#2) until it reaches zero at A 2 (regime # 3 ). In regime # 4 , population H splits in both

states. The expected cost difference based on population L's belief is as in (5.9),

which is positive. Hence, population L exclusively takes r2.
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Analogously, since the misperception factor p(1 - 7H) < 0 in class II, the over-

estimation of the cost difference in state a is lower than the under-estimate of that

in state n, i.e. E[A8(l*)IL] < E,[A(l*)jL]. Hence, qf* decreases with a slower rate

with )P in regime #1. Consequently, lY* increases to K when P = A1 , but l* is still

higher than 1 until P reaches a higher threshold A 3 . For P E [Al, A3], Hn starts toA

split, but Ha takes r2 exclusively. The demand of travelers in population L on route

r2 continues to decrease in I (regime 02) until it reaches zero at A2 (regime 03). In

regime #4, population H splits in both states. The expected cost difference based on

population L's belief in (5.9) is negative. Hence, population L exclusively takes ri

5.2 Equilibrium Costs

In this section, we first study the cost difference between the two populations in each

regime. Next, we analyze how the perceived accuracy of population H's information

(RH) impacts the equilibrium cost of travelers in each population, and the average

cost of all travelers.

The equilibrium population cost C'* is defined as the average cost experienced by

a traveler of population i in equilibrium:

CH*/A D E (s) Z c' (q,*(s)+ q*) q*(s) , (5.10a)

CL*A 1 Eo(s) Ezc"(q*(s)+q L*) - qL* . (5.10b)

The average cost of all travelers in equilibrium, denoted C* is defined as follows:

0* = PCH* + (1 _ P)CL* = 1 (s) 5
sES rER

5.2.1 Relative Value of Information

We define the relative value of information as the average travel cost saving that an

informed traveler (population H) has compared with the uninformed traveler (popu-
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lation L).

V* A CL* _ 0 H*

The following proposition shows in each class, there exists a threshold of /V such that

that the relative value of information is strictly positive if the fraction of the informed

population is lower than the threshold, but zero if beyond.

Proposition 2. In class I regimes, V* > 0 if )P < A3 , and V* = 0 otherwise.

In class II regimes, V* > 0 if Au < A3 , and V* =0 otherwise.

In class 0 regimes, V* > 0 if A < A, and V* = 0 otherwise.

Proposition 2 shows that in all three classes of regimes, if the fraction of the

informed travelers is below a certain threshold, then the informed travelers are better

off than the uninformed on average. However, if most of the travelers are informed,

then the two populations face identical average cost in equilibrium. From Theorem 1,

when )P is relatively small, in one state or both states, population H takes the route

with lower cost exclusively. However, a non-zero fraction of travelers in population L

take the other route, which has a higher cost. Therefore, travelers in L face higher cost

than travelers in H on average. However, when most of the travelers are informed,

population H splits on both routes in both states due to the relatively large size. In

this case, the costs of both routes are the same in both states. Hence, regardless of

which route population L takes, travelers in L face identical cost with travelers in H.

The thresholds in the three classes are different. Specifically, both A 3 and A 3

are larger than A. That is, if V is relatively medium, i.e. AH E [A, A 3 ) in class I or

AV E [A, A3 ) in class II, then the relative value of information is positive when the

misperception factor p(l - r/H) / 0, but zero otherwise. Recall from (5.8), travelers in

population L either over-estimates or under-estimates the expected cost difference be-

tween the two routes when the misperception factor p(l - 2H) is non-zero. Population

H can then leverage this biased estimation to gain extra advantage over population L

by taking one route exclusively in one state, and splits in the other state. However, in

class 0, population L's expected cost difference between the two routes is not biased.
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Then, this leverage is not possible, and population H has to split on both routes in

both states unless )H is small (i.e. AH < A).

We demonstrate the ordering of the population costs in each classes of regimes with

cost parameters in Table 5.2. In this example, the threshold parameter is j= 0.375.

2.4 2.4 2.4

.2 2.2 -2.2

2~ 22

1.8 1 1.8

1.61.6 1.6

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Fraction of Population H, A 1 Praction of Population H, A" Fraction of Population H, A"

(a) Class I regimes: p = 0.8 (b) Class 11 regimes: p = 0.2 (c) Class 0 regimes: p = 0.375

Figure 5-2: Equilibrium population costs in three classes of regimes with H = 0.8.

5.2.2 Impact of perceived accuracy on traveler costs

We know from Theorem 1 that in class 0 regimes, rH has no impact on the equilibrium

strategies, and hence has no impact on the costs. The next proposition shows how

population costs as in (5.10a) - (5.10b) change with H in class I and II regimes.

Proposition 3. In regimes q 1 and #1, if min{2,}j3} < p < max{2, }, then CH*

increases in rqH. Otherwise, CH* decreases in 9IH. In regimes # 2 and 02, CH* increases

in H

In regimes 01 (resp. q1), if 32 -0 1 + (a2 - (1 - p)N - 2p( - r H))\ID > 0, then

CL* increases (resp. decreases) with qJH. Otherwise, CL* decreases (resp. increases)

with H. In regime q 2 , if 2NDA 2 - K - a2D - a /D > 0, then CL* increases with

r7H. Otherwise, CL* decreases withrH. In regime 02, CL* decreases with r7H

In regimes # 3 - #4, and 03 - $4, both CH* and CL* do not change with r/H.

We now summarize the impact of perceived accuracy on population costs, and the

intuition behind.
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In regimes # 1 and #1, the impact of qH can be both positive and negative for both

populations. From Theorem 1, we know that regardless of rH, population H takes r2

in state a and rl in state n. As rqH increases, more travelers (resp. fewer travelers) in

population L take r1 in regime #1 (resp. 1). Therefore, H faces lower cost in state a

(resp. state n), and higher cost in state n (resp. state n). The monotonicity of cost

with respect to qH is determined by whether the cost increase in one state dominates

the cost decrease in the other state or not. We find that if the probability of state

a is relatively medium (i.e. min{ , } < p < max{f ,j}) then CH* increases in T/H

(i.e. CH* is the minimum if L believes that H is also uninformed qH = 0.5), but not

otherwise (i.e. CH* is the minimum in the case with objective belief rH = 1)

For population L, the impact of r/H on the population cost is in opposite direction

in regimes #1 and #1. As rH increases, we can check that the total expected cost

faced by travelers of population L who takes r1 increases (resp. decreases), and that

for travelers on r2 decreases in regime #1 (resp. increases in regime q1). Therefore,

how the average cost of travelers in L changes with qH is determined by whether the

cost increase on one route dominates the decrease on the other route or not.

We find that if /32 - i31 + (&2 - (1 -p)N - 2p(l - aH)) )HD > 0, then CL* increases

(resp. decreases) with rH in regime 01 (resp. #1), and decreases (resp. increases)

otherwise. Note that this condition is satisfied in both regimes if /NH is close to zero.

That is, when very few travelers are informed, if the probability of state a is high

(p > f), then the cost of the uninformed travelers is the minimum if they believe that

all other travelers are also uninformed (r9H = 0.5). If the probability of state a is low

(p < f), then the cost CL* is the minimum in the case with objective belief.

In regimes #2 and 02, population H is always better off as /H decreases. The

population cost is the minimum if population L believes that H is also uninformed, i.e.

r H = 0.5. This is because population H can take the less congested route exclusively

in one of the two state by leveraging population L's perception bias, and H faces lower

cost in that state as the perceived accuracy decreases.

On the other hand, more travelers in population L take ri (resp. r2) as rT in-

creases. In regime #2 (resp. regime 02 ), this change makes no difference in state a
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(resp. n) because the costs of both routes are the same. However, as r/H increases,

travelers on ri (resp. r2) face higher cost in state n, and travelers on r2 (resp. ri)

face lower cost. Therefore, how CL* changes with qH depends on whether the cost

increase on one route dominates the cost decrease on the other route in state a (resp.

n).

We find that in regime #2, CL* always decreases as the perceived accuracy in-

creases. Therefore, CL* is the minimum in the case with objective belief. However,

in regime q 2 , CL* increases if 2NDA 2 - K - a2D - a',)PD > 0. From (5.4a), we know

that A2 increases as r/H increases, and approaches to A3 as r H goes to 1. Additionally,

)H > A'. Therefore,

2ND2 K a2 -aPD < 2NDA3 - K - a2D - a'A'D =,32 - 1 - CeK' a -1 y
S--AN

If the slope difference on r1 between state a and n is large, i.e. at - ay> (02 -0 1)NA

then in # 2 , we always have 2NDA 2 - K - a2D - a/f\D < 0, i.e. CL* decreases in qH

. That is, the cost of population L is the minimum in the case with objective belief.

Otherwise, population L may face lower cost with subjective belief.

Finally, r H has no impact on the population costs in regimes 03_ q4 and #3 -
q4. From Theorem 1, we know that in both classes of regimes, once the fraction

of the informed population exceed a certain threshold (threshold A 2 in class I and

threshold A 2 in class II), then population L exclusively takes one route (r2 in class I

and ri in class II). Therefore, the perceived accuracy does not change the strategy of

population L, and hence does not change the route flow and costs.

We demonstrate the change of the equilibrium population costs with respect to

r H in regimes 01 - 02, and 1 02. The cost parameters are as in Table 5.2. The

threshold probability is 3 = 0.375.

We can check that for A' = 0.07, the condition /2 -1 + (a2 - (1 - p)N - 2p(1 - rH)) VD>

0 is satisfied for both p = 0.8 in regime # 1 and p = 0.2 in regime #1. Additionally,

p = 0.8 > max{f, 2 }, and p = 0.2 < min{ f,f}. Therefore, in regime #1, CH* de-

creases with rH, and CL* increases (Figures 5-3a). In regime #1, both CH* and CL*
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decrease with qH (Figure 5-3b).

Since our cost parameters satisfy the condition a - a (12- NA, the equilib-

rium population cost CH* increases, and CL* decreases with r H in both #2 (Figure

5-3c) and #2 (Figure 5-3d).
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equilibrium population costs.

The following proposition shows how C* changes with the perception '7H in class

I and class II regimes.

Proposition 4. In regime # 1, if #2 - 01 - 2p(l - r H)PHD > 0, then C* increases in

7 H . Otherwise, C* decreases withrH. In regimes 02 , if 2NDA 2 - K - a2D > 0, then

C* increases in TH* Otherwise, C* decreases in rH

In regimes # 1 - 42, C* decreases in H

In regimes $3 - 4, and $3 - # 4, C* does not change with rqH.
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The impact of rqH on the average equilibrium cost can be computed by averaging

the impact of qH1 on the cost of each population with the weight of its size. Following

Proposition 3, it is straightforward to see that rIH does not change the average cost

in equilibrium in regimes #3 - q4 , and #3 - #4.
Interestingly, if the probability of state a is high (p > j), then subjective belief with

q H that is slightly below 1 can result in a lower average equilibrium cost compared

with the case of objective belief. Specifically, in regime #1,

32 - /3 - 2p(l - r/H)PD < #2 - 1 - 2p(l - r/H)AlD,

which increases in q/H, and equals to 32 - /1 > 0 when /H = 1. We can identify a

threshold of qH above which C* increases in qH. In regime q 2 , 2NDA 2 - K - a2D

increases in r H, and arrives at /32- 31 > 0 when r/H = 1. Hence, we can identify

another threshold of qH above which C* increases in qH. Therefore, in regimes #1 -
q2 , the average equilibrium cost with perceived accuracy r/H that is above the greater

threshold identified in the two regimes but below 1 is lower than the average cost in

the case with objective belief.

If the probability of state a is low (p < j3), then the average equilibrium cost is the

minimum in the case with objective belief.

We demonstrate the impact of rIH on the average equilibrium cost in Figure 5-4.

We can see that in regimes #1 and #2 of class I, the perceived accuracy that minimizes

the equilibrium average cost is below 1, see Figures 5-4a and 5-4c. In regimes #1 and

0 2 of class II, the average equilibrium cost is the minimum in the case with objective

beliefs.

5.3 Solution Method for Subjective BCG

Whereas there exists a weighted potential function exists for the Objective BCG [104,

no such potential function exists for the Subjective BCG. Thus, we must find an al-

ternative approach for finding equilibrium solutions. In general, the BWE conditions
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for a population game can be written as variational inequalities (VI) following [107]:

(q'- q*)IF(q*) > 0, Vq' EQ (VI)

where q* is a BWE solution, and the function F(q) = (Ej[cr(q*) ti])tiGri,iE1,rGR'

where E,[cr(q*)|tz] is expected cost of taking route r based on the belief of type

t' in equilibrium, see (4.11).

We note that on its own, (VI) does not provide a direct solution method; since Q
is continuous, it is infeasible to enumerate through Vq E Q and write an inequality for

each one. However, it can be shown that it is sufficient to check only a finite subset

Q C Q in order to satisfy (VI). In fact, to check whether or not a feasible strategy

profile is a BWE, we only need to check finite number of constraints. We start with

defining the set of direction vectors Z= {z } iETi,iEI,rER, where Zr is given as follows:

0

-1 - element corresponding to qg(ti)

rz - (5.11)

+1 - element corresponding to qi,(ti)

0

where r is the other route. That is, if a strategy profile q is perturbed in the direction

of z 1 , then travelers in population i with type t' shift demand from route r to the

other route. There are in total IRI x ITl x II = 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 vectors in the set Z.

However, not all vectors in Z are a feasible perturbation direction, if q is not an

interior point of Q. We hence define the set Zq as the set of feasible perturbation

directions at q:

Zq = {z E ZIVr E R, Viz E T', such that q (tz) > 0}. (5.12)
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The next proposition shows that it is sufficient to check a finite number of constraints

associated with vectors in Zq.

Proposition 5. A feasible strategy profile is a BWE if and only if it satisfies the

following constraints:

zTF(q*) 0, Vz E Zq*. (5.13)

Proof. Proof of Proposition 5 Clearly, if q* is a BWE, i.e. q* satisfies constraints in

(VI), then q* satisfies (5.13).

To prove the other direction, we first show that given any feasible strategy profile

q E Q, we can find a non-negative vector a = (az)zE2 *, wherc az > 0 for all z E Zq*,

such that

q - q*= Z azz. (5.14)
zEZ *

We can check that the set of perturbations for ri, {zf}tieTiieI, is linearly inde-

pendent. Additionally, the dimension of the subspace {q - q* Vq E Q} is EiEI T'j.

Hence, the set {Zr },1ETiiEI is a basis for the subspace, and for any q E Q, we can

find a unique vector / = (/31)tiETiiEI such that

q-q*= Z Z t ti. (5.15)
t eTi iEI

For any t' E Ti and i E I, if 3ti > 0, then we define a = t2 , and ai = 0. Otherwise,

we define aV = 0 and at = -ti. Hence, the elements in the vector a = (at) are all

non-negative, and (5.15) can be re-stated as follows:

q-q* = azr. (5.16)
ti C-Ti iEI rc R

For any r e R, t' E T', and i E I such that qg*(ti) = 0, we know the vector zt V Zq*,

from (5.12). Since the element q (t) - qj*(ti) must be non-negative, and #t must
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be non-positive, we know that in (5.16), o = 0. Therefore, by eliminating the term

corresponding to z in (5.16), we show that (5.14) holds and a is a non-negative

vector.

Finally, if z E Zq* satisfy (5.13), then we obtain, from (5.14):

(q -q*)TF(q*) = E azzTF(q*) > 0.

Hence, we can conclude that (5.13) is a sufficient condition for q* to be a BWE. E

We note that the expression on the left-hand side of (5.13) is quadratic in q*, and

it is convex iff its Hessian matrix is positive semi-definite (PSD). It is straightforward

to check that in the subjective case, the mixed derivatives are not equal, and thus,

the Hessian is non-symmetric. Since it is necessary for a matrix to be symmetric to

be PSD, it follows that the Hessian in the subjective case is not PSD, and that the

set of solutions of (5.13) is non-convex.

We are able to find feasible BWE solutions by posing the problem as the following

nonlinear program:

min 0
q* (5.17)

subject to: zTF(q*) > 0, Vz E Zq*.

We apply sequential quadratic programming [108] to numerically solve (5.17) for more

general configurations. As a heuristic, we use the Bayesian Wardrop Equilibrium so-

lution of the Objective BCG for the initial guess. We were able to obtain numerical

solutions for Subjective BCGs where both populations received information of dif-

ferent accuracies, and had different perceived accuracies of the other population's

information.
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5.4 Discussion

The Subjective BCG provides a game theoretic model of route choices in a disruption-

prone network where travelers have heterogeneous information about the network

state and different perceived beliefs of other travelers. This captures travelers' uncer-

tainty about the information available to other travelers. We show that the Objective

BCG with the conventional common prior is a special edge case of the Subjective

BCG, and the solutions vary significantly depending on the misperception and sub-

jectivity. The fact that population costs and average social costs can be affected by

the perception of information suggests that public perception of information systems

may also have indirect effects on the equilibrium route choices of travelers.

The model of subjectivity we use in this dissertation assumed that all members of

a population had identical, discrete beliefs about the state (and other players' types).

While this was convenient for formulating and examining effects of information, it is

unrealistic that an entire population would have identical beliefs. As such, additional

work is needed to extend the formulation to allow for a continuum of beliefs within

each population of others' information. Furthermore, we considered only subjectivity

in the accuracy of others' information, but it is also possible to consider subjectivity

in other parameters: perception of likelihood of incident, size of each population,

and other game parameters. This work is intended to be a demonstration of incor-

porating a boundedly-rational view of subjectivity into Bayesian Congestion Games,

as well as an initial exploration of the resulting effects. Future work is necessary to

develop richer, more comprehensive models which capture the many aspects of traffic

information and their effects on route choices in game theoretic models.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In summary, this dissertation addressed two questions related to disruptions in traf-

fic networks. Part I addressed the question of identifying disruptions from existing

traffic cameras. Toward this, it presented a novel, semantics-based approach to rep-

resenting sequential image data using semantic labels in BoLW, and extracting topics

and topic signals from the label data using the LDA topic model. These seman-

tic representations represent the unstructured image data in a format that is both

easily-interpretable by humans, as well as well-structured for statistical and signal

processing analysis. The semantic representations offer a new approach to analyzing

visual image data using off-the-shelf image labeling and object recognition tools.

Furthermore, we demonstrated applications of information retrieval and notable

event detection using the BoLW and topic signal representations, and validated their

performance against real-world data from our BFCC dataset. The topic signals rep-

resent latent visual phenomena, such as traffic and weather, as low-dimensional time

series, which can be analyzed using signal processing techniques. We demonstrate

that the topic signals aggregates information from several labels, and results in bet-

ter performance for notable event detection, with less noise and better sensitivity to

notable events than individual label signals.

Part II addressed the question of modeling the effects of information about traffic
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disruptions on the route choices of travelers. In particular, it presented a Bayesian

extension to the classical congestion game which incorporates populations of hetero-

geneously informed travelers making routing decisions in a network with stochastic

cost functions. We presented two variants, the Objective and Subjective BCG. The

Objective BCG adopts the common prior, which assumes that all travelers correctly

know the accuracy of all other travelers' information. This is restrictive, as it cannot

model situations where travelers are unaware of other information services. The Sub-

jective BCG is a more general formulation which allows travelers to have a subjective

"perceived accuracy" of other travelers' information.

We solve the Subjective BCG and compare it to the Objective BCG, demon-

strating that the effect of subjective perceived accuracy has a significant effect on

the equilibrium solution choices and costs, resulting in qualitatively distinct solutions

between the two cases. We also find that the effects of subjective beliefs can be char-

acterized succinctly by the value of a "misperception factor" parameter. Analysis of

the solutions reveal that depending on the probability of incident, and the fraction of

travelers with access to accurate information, it can be either beneficial or harmful

for other travelers to know the true accuracy of your information about the network

state. This can potentially inform decisions about whether to publicly advertise the

accuracy of one's own information.

Furthermore, unlike the Objective BCG, the Subjective BCG does not admit a

convex weighted potential function. We show that the solution set can be character-

ized by a finite set of variational inequalities, and is non-convex. This is able to be

solved by an iterative, nonlinear numerical solver.

6.2 Practical Considerations and Future Directions

With regards to Part I, we emphasize the crux of our semantics-oriented analysis

approach: analyzing semantic representations of image contents strongly resembles

NLP problems. We provide the BoLW model as a foundational equivalent to the

NLP BoW model. However, we acknowledge that many decades have passed since
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the original BoW model, and there are now many more sophisticated models for

representing semantic features in the NLP literature. In particular, concepts such as

semantic word embeddings [109] can provide vector space representations of semantic

features in fewer dimensions than BoLW.

Likewise, there exist more recent topic models than LDA, such as those that

model conditional relationships between topics [110, 111]. Indeed, using these more

sophisticated models could allow for better performance in the tasks presented in this

dissertation, and is a promising avenue for future work. The intent of this dissertation

is not to claim that these methods are the best approach for the tasks, but instead

to establish a foundational proof-of-concept of using semantics-oriented analysis of

image contents upon which others can build.

We intentionally used exclusively semantic features in order to explore the capabil-

ities of semantic representations on their own. The low dimensionality of the semantic

representations allow for convenient, quickly searchable indexing for information re-

trieval applications. However, in practice, we do not expect that purely-semantic

representations will be ideal for most applications (aside from, perhaps, applications

with strict privacy or bandwidth requirements, as semantic representations do provide

some data de-identification and compression). Instead, we believe that semantic fea-

tures will be complementary to visual features. Integrating BoLW semantic features

to enhance existing BoVW computer vision applications to construct a multi-modal

Bag-of-Features model should be a promising direction for future work.

Furthermore, we used a pretrained, off-the-shelf, general-purpose image labeling

implementation to generate the semantic label features. This was done purposefully

to focus on techniques downstream of the image labeling tasks. However, there is

likely significant room for improvement if the image labeling implementation were

trained to be domain-specific and tailored toward traffic applications. This represents

a potential direction for future work. In particular, the ability of topic models to

aggregate information from multiple labels and sources suggests that labels from

general-purpose classifiers could be used to augment labels and other measurements

from domain-specific classifiers and sensors.
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We also note one of the most significant challenges encountered in the semantics-

oriented analysis of image data. Our change and anomaly detection struggled with

changes in camera angles and perspectives. Changes in perspective affect the distri-

butions of image contents, and thus changed the distribution of labels and topics in

the scene. This triggers change detection due to the shift in mean value, but could

be worked around by reinitializing the change detection every time the camera an-

gle changed. This also affects anomaly detection, because the reference data samples

were no longer representative of the nominal conditions for that perspective. As such,

all samples would get flagged as anomalous until the perspective returned to the orig-

inal angle in the reference set. One possible workaround would be to have a separate

reference set for each possible camera angle-though, this is only feasible if there are

only a finite set of possible perspectives for each camera. Thus, additional work is

required in order to account for the effects of camera angle changes. Such work could

allow for the fusion of information from images from moving perspectives as well,

such as vehicle-mounted cameras for autonomous driving or mapping applications.

With regards to Part II, our analysis of the Subjective BCG demonstrates that

the common prior assumption is an edge case of a spectrum of possible beliefs. While

the intent is not for the reader to completely reject the common prior assumption out-

right, but instead impart that the common prior should be carefully treated a special

instance, rather than a conventional default. As such, the common prior assumption

should be adopted only if there is reason to believe that players realistically have the

knowledge implied by the assumption.

The model that was solved in Part II was a stylized instance, where only one

population had access to perfectly accurate information. This was done intentionally

to explore the effect of subjective information perception. However, there is potential

for future work to explore the model in more general information environments: for

example, where each population has access to information with different accuracies,

and has different perceptions of others' information accuracies. Furthermore, the be-

liefs of each population were assumed to be identical. In practice, we would expect

there to be a continuous distribution of beliefs about both the state and other players'
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information. This can be accounted for by relaxing the player population sets and

type sets to be continuous instead of discrete, and replacing the respective sums with

integrals. However, additional work is needed to determine which formulations are

tractable. In addition, extensions to additional routes and number of populations

may be informative. The analytic derivation of the solutions presented in this part is

possible for extensions with additional players and routes, but was tedious to derive

manually even for the simplified, stylized instance presented in Part II. Thus, anal-

yses of more complex configurations may have to be approach numerically, or with

symbolic computation.

This work also only considered subjectivity in the beliefs of others' information

accuracy. However, in practice, travelers may have subjective beliefs about other

game parameters, such as the probability of incidents, their own information's accu-

racy, and which players have access to which information. Our work demonstrates

how to incorporate subjectivity of game parameters in the game formulation and how

it impacts the solutions. The model could be extended to incorporate subjectivity

in multiple parameters by expanding the "perceived accuracy" variable to be a "per-

ceived parameters" vector, which accounts for each population's beliefs of the values

of each of the game parameters. The Objective BCG serves as an important reference

point in this expanded subjective formulation as the instance of the game where all of

the perceived parameters align with the true parameter values of Nature. Additional

work is necessary to determine which formulations are tractable, and how each of the

additional dimensions of subjectivity affect the solution.

Finally, there is potential work in studying the impact of subjective perception

in learning dynamics, where travelers repeatedly commute in the network and aggre-

gate information of the unknown state based on the realized costs. In such setting,

since subjective perception impacts the travelers' route choices and the realized costs,

subjective perception may effect the information that is available to travelers in each

stage, and whether or not the true parameter values can be learned eventually. Such

models could also be used to investigate system behavior over time, such as modeling

market adoption of traffic information services, and modeling the response to changes
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in the network parameters such as construction projects.

Together, the work presented in the two parts of this dissertation contribute to-

ward addressing disruptions in transportation networks. Improving the ability to

detect anomalies in various phenomena from the widely-deployed networks of traffic

cameras in a human-parseable way allows operators at management agencies to bet-

ter recognize and respond to disruptions. Extending the capabilities of congestion

game models to incorporate heterogeneous information and subjective beliefs about

information allows researchers to model not only the direct effects of information, but

also the comparably impactful aspect of how information is presented and perceived.

This work seeks to serve and model uniquely human considerations in transportation

through semantics and subjectivity.
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